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Abstract 
With the objective to seek a better understanding ofhuman nature, 
this study explores the composition ofpsyche and the processes of self-
formation in three novels: Joseph Conrad's Lord Jim, Zhang Xianliang's 
HalfofMan is Woman (Nanren de yiban shi nuren 男人的一半是女人)， 
and John Fowles,s The French Lieutenant's Woman. By examining the 
moments of indecision in the three novels, the thesis offers an in-depth 
reading in a psychoanalytic perspective. 
In this study, an analysis ofthe moments of indecision confirms the 
(Post-)Freudian concept of subjectivity that human beings are full of 
internal conflicts and self-contradiction. An individual is more than a mere 
rational subject. Besides, the moments of indecision also serve as 
indicators of significant points in the processes of self-formation. They 
give hints in reading the novels as stories ofthe heroes' self-formation. 
With the perspective suggested by psychoanalytic theories, the 
study unravels the entangled sources in the heroes' self-formation. lnLord 
Jim, the narcissistic fixation is shown in the way a person's self-formation 
affects his attitude to reality and its relationship with the ups and downs in 
his life. In Halfof Man is Woman, it is observed that although a totalitarian 
political power can change a person's selfand take away his individuality 
relentlessly, the seed of an enormous impetus to revolt against the 
authority can grow from the sexual identity with the aid of the Oedipus 
urge. In The French Lieutenant's Woman, Charles's self-formation is 
greatly influenced by social factors. The dualist characteristics of the 
i 
Victorian age and the rapidly-changing ideas split his self and create in 
him internal conflicts and a sense of insecurity that force him to embrace a 
fixed identity and repress his unconventional self. His self is greatly 
shaped by existing social elements. 
By applying psychoanalytic theories to interpret the literary texts, 
the study reveals the implicit meanings of the novels and illustrates a 
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Two Notions of (In)decision 
and Their Relevance to the Underlying Concepts of Subjectivity 
In the quest for a better understanding of human nature, 
psychoanalytic theories contribute a lot by answering two fundamental 
questions: 1. What is the composition of psyche? 2. How is a person's self 
formed? This study is an attempt to read the literary texts in greater depth 
by examining the moments of indecision the heroes experience in the 
novels through applying the "what" and "how" psychoanalytic theories 
suggest. 
This chapter shows how two notions of (in)decision presuppose the 
Cartesian-Kantian and the Freudian concepts of subjectivity^ respectively 
and how a close examination of indecision serves in deconstructing the 
former and affirming the latter. An explanation of the role a moment of 
indecision plays in the psychoanalytic self-formation is then presented 
with a brief study of the relevant theories. In this thesis, three novels are 
selected to be read as stories of self-formation. They are Joseph Conrad's 
LordJim, Zhang Xianliang's HalfofMan is Woman^ (Nanren de yiban shi 
nuren 男人白勺一#^ 是女人),and John Fowles's The French Lieutenant's 
Woman. Their heroes are respectively Jim, Zhang Yonglin (章永璘),and 
Charles. 
1 
Reason and the Rational Subject 
Making decisions is part of our everyday life, in which there are so 
many options in our activities that require us to form habits to minimize 
our chances to choose and to maximize efficiency. We seldom think about 
which side to get off our beds, and we almost always repeat the same route 
to go to work. Certainly, it is even more important to take quick actions in 
military missions, political movements, and commercial investments. We 
tend to believe that ifwe have sufficient information, we canjudge which 
is the best move to make. The only cause ofbeing indecisive, it seems, is 
our lack of omniscient knowledge of the situation which hinders our 
judging capacities. This view actually presupposes the positivistic 
postulation that all reasonable problems can be solved by Reason, which 
leads to the construction of a specific form of subjectivity based on 
Reason. To trace the origin ofthis positivism and the belief in Reason, we 
have to go back to the Enlightenment and examine the development of 
modem science. 
According to Jane Flax, the development of modem physics in the 
seventeenth century had disrupted the traditional understanding of 
subjectivity and the universe. The religious worldview，in which God was 
seen as the cause and guarantor of order and revelation and faith as 
privileged sources ofknowledge, was dislodged by modem science. It was 
replaced by a new order, in which the physical universe is determined by 
objective and impersonal law ofnature. This view confronted people with 
determinism and generated profound problems for their understanding of 
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themselves. People began to wonder if they were really free. In rescuing a 
relatively free subjectivity, Kant emphasizes the study of Reason. He 
claims that objective knowledge of the world or thought about it is 
dependent upon Reason. Through the discourse of philosophy, we leam 
what makes knowledge possible, what kinds ofknowledge exist, and how 
to adjudicate between rival truth claims. Our critical reason enables us to 
analyze our mind and understand its intrinsic categories, taxonomy, and 
capabilities. We can identify and correct error by a "proper" procedure and 
obtain objective truthful knowledge. The natural form of authority does 
not exist and the human subjects are seen as sovereigns who are naturally 
free, independent and self-governing. They obey only the laws they give 
themselves and agree to be bound by rules that accord with their reason. In 
Kant's configuration, reality is rational, orderly and accessible to and 
through our thought. The human subjects are undetermined and are able to 
discover the truth through obedience to its own rational laws (Flax 94-95). 
Whether Kant has successfully retained human freedom by such an 
articulation is problematic. However, it is clear that his emphasis on 
reason is based on the concept of a transcendental subject (Burkitt 9), 
which shares the fundamental assumptions with and can be considered as a 
counterpart of the Cartesian idea of the self. As summed up by Flax, the 
Cartesian self is 
an ahistoric, solid, indwelling entity that grounds the 
possibility of rational thought. In tum the self is accessible 
and transparent to such thought. The defining characteristic 
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ofthis selfis its ability to engage in abstract rational thought, 
including thought about its own thought. Such thought is said 
to be undetermined by the empirical, social, or bodily 
- experiences of the thinker. (Flax 96) 
Like Kant, Descartes singles out the thought, the reasoning ability as the 
essence of human beings and conceives the human subjects as 
independent of the external world by relying only on their internal 
rationality. He defines the individual as a person by the very act of 
thinking which separates humans from the other life-forms of the planet 
and lifts them closer to God who designed them. Consciousness becomes 
substitutes for the idea ofthe soul and defines the inner essence and gives 
substance to the human self (Burkitt 8-9). 
If the Cartesian-Kantian concepts of subjectivity and the world are 
true, then all human activities can be guided by Reason. All good 
decision-makings are just processes of cautious calculation. If a person 
hesitates to decide what to do immediately, it is because he needs to know 
the situation clearer. The phenomenon of indecision is solely caused by 
the lack of sufficient information. Nevertheless, this understanding of 
indecision will be found simplistic if we take a closer look at the 
phenomenon. 
Let's take an everyday activity as the starting point of the discussion 
一 crossing a road with a traffic light. It is common that even if a 
pedestrian is sure that no car is coming and there is nobody around, he will 
still hesitate to cross the road immediately if the traffic light indicates that 
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he should stop. The hesitation may last for less than one second and then 
he goes on crossing the road, for he may believe that the law can be 
violated ifnobody is hurt. This is a "controlled" illustration to highlight 
the nature ofthe moment ofhesitation. There are several conditions: 
1. No car is coming; 
2. Nobody is around; 
3. The pedestrian believes that the law can be violated if nobody is 
hurt. 
The first condition is to eliminate the pedestrian's consideration of his 
personal safety; the second, the social pressure; the third, respect for the 
law. Hesitation is caused only by the traffic light — a sign which signifies 
danger, social norm, as well as the law. 
The Unconscious and the Psychoanalytic Subject 
Although the pedestrian consciously knows that he can go forward 
immediately, he is unconsciously hindered by the sign. To explain the 
phenomenon in Freudian terms, the delay of decision is actually caused by 
a conflict between two psychic systems within the pedestrian - the 
conscious and the preconscious. Since the order "to stop" represented by 
the traffic light is planted in the pedestrian's preconscious, his action is 
hindered. 
The phenomenon of indecision can also serve as a confirmation of 
the unconscious, which is the other psychic system postulated by Freud. 
This time, the road-crossing illustration has to be modified. It is also very 
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common that if a pedestrian is in a hurry, he is unable to keep calm and 
decide to stand still on the pavement even if it is very dangerous to cross 
the road immediately. Although in most cases the pedestrian is able to 
control himself to stay in a safe place, he is still unconsciously stepping 
back and forth on the roadside. Although he consciously knows that he 
cannot cross the road immediately, he is still affected by his unconscious 
desire of fulfilling his plan as soon as possible. Like other everyday 
activities such as joking, forgetting and having parapraxes (the Freudian 
"slip") which show “an unending dialectic ofpsychical conflict between 
repression and the surreptitious ways in which unconscious 
representations press toward expression" (Elliott 16), this unconscious 
action of stepping back and forth is also a confirmation of the Freudian 
construction of subjectivity. 
The road-crossing illustrations indicate that there is another force 
which affects human activities other than Reason. The moments of 
hesitation and uneasiness are actually results of internal conflicts. This is 
inexplicable in the Cartesian-Kantian contention which assumes that 
human subjectivity is unitary and harmonious under the principle of 
Reason. However, as suggested by Elliott, the internal conflicts can easily 
be explained by the Freudian topographical division of the psyche, which 
sees the psyche as combined by the conscious, the preconscious, and the 
unconscious (Elliott 20-21). The Freudian understanding of the 
phenomenon, which is based on a new construction of subjectivity, can 
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give a fuller and more convincing explanation and deconstruct the 
Cartesian-Kantian configuration. 
Certainly, the Freudian construction of subjectivity is a necessary 
tool to analyze the indecisive moments of the heroes in the novels 
discussed in this study. Without the concept of a self-contradictory 
psyche, Jim's inability to take immediate action during the Patna crisis 
and his delay ofabandoning the ship will become inexplicable. It will also 
be very difficult to explain why Zhang Yonglin hesitates to respond to a 
naked woman even though he is invited to get close to her. In Charles's 
case, the "inapt" action he takes when he first encounters Sarah will 
become not understandable and the dialogue between his two selves 
during his second moment of indecision will become ridiculous. Of 
course, none of the mentioned scenes is really ridiculous, nor are they 
arbitrarily written. They are all the authors' attempts to portray the 
characters' authentic psychological reality. The applicability of Freud's 
theory to their works reflects that they share Freud's understanding of 
subjectivity to a certain extent and they refuse to reduce a human being to 
a mere rational subject. 
(In)decision and the Psychoanalytic Processes of Self-formation 
As noted by Elliott, Freud not only ruptures the Cartesian cogito, 
the rational and knowledgeable subject by his construction ofsubjectivity 
(Elliott 29), he also challenges the classical view that self-identity is a 
transcendental datum by contending that the psychic reality is only slowly 
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and precariously organized (Elliott 19). It is also further confirmed that 
Freud contributes to the understanding of the selfby writing about how the 
ego's experience in the world becomes part ofthe structure of subjectivity 
(Frosh 69). He lays down the fundamental concept that subjectivity is 
formed other than “granted,，，and also founds the basis for later theories 
which consider an individual's life as an on-going process of self-
formation. In this context, a story ofaperson can be read as a record ofhis 
self-formation and a mental joumey ofhis search for identity. A moment 
ofindecision can be seen as an indicator of a significant point in a person's 
self-formation. It can be the beginning of a period of recognizing a false 
self-understanding, of accepting a new self-image, of reconciling 
contradicting concepts, etc. For example, both Jim's moments of 
indecision reveal the false understanding ofhimself. They show that he is 
not a hero he has conceived himselfto be. After the indecision episode, he 
has to go through a period of giving up his illusory self-image and 
bringing himself to reality. In Zhang Yonglin's case, the moment of 
indecision represents an awakening of sexual identity, which becomes the 
seed of his individuality that revolts against the authority. In Charles's 
case, his first moment of indecision shows the trace of his repressed self 
which acts against the Victorian convention and his second moment of 
indecision shows a clash between the "true self，and the "false self，in 
him. It represents a significant point in his life in choosing what a man he 
wants to be. These moments of indecision give us important hints to 
understand these characters and their stories of self-formation. 
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The self-formation of a person is certainly influenced by the social 
environment. The existing concepts of gender, race, and class do play very 
important roles in constructing an individual's self-identity. However, the 
pre-social and transitory stages are even more crucial according to some 
psychoanalytic theories. They affect the individual's understanding ofthe 
external world, his attitude to inter-personal relationship, and the 
construction ofhis selfhood for the rest ofhis life. With a brief study of 
these stages, what is revealed by the moments of indecision can be much 
enriched. 
According to Freud, before an infant's subjectivity emerges, it is in 
a universal existence ofnutritional and physical needs that lead it to posit 
an instinct for self-preservation. It is totally dependent on its caretaker, 
especially its mother, for the satisfaction of its biological needs. However, 
this instinct of self-preservation, the seeking of the physical needs, does 
not determine the formation of unconscious desire and sexuality, which 
play essential roles in creating a sense of subjectivity. Using the sucking 
human infant as an exemplary case, Freud points out that after the 
biological needs for milk is satisfied, the desire for pleasure derived from 
sucking continues. The infant strives to obtain pleasure independent of 
nourishment. It hallucinates a phantasy of the pleasure from the oral 
"erotogenic zone". Sexuality is bom and a new libidinal relation with the 
biological mother arises (Freud 23: 154). This becomes the basis for the 
emergency of individual subjectivity, for the repression of libidinal 
desires is constitutive ofthe formation of the "human subject" (Elliott 18). 
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Before the infant becomes a "socialized" individual, it has to 
develop a psychic agency, the ego, which has a sense of self, 
consciousness, and refIexivity. What needs to be noted is that Freud's 
understanding of the ego doesn't remain unchanged all the time, but is 
developing. As observed by Elliott, in Freud's earlier writings, he stresses 
that consciousness is primeval. The ego is portrayed as an active agency 
which has a shadowy existence from the beginning of life. Since it has a 
perceptual linkage with the external world, it separates out from the realm 
of the unconscious slowly. Possessing the "reality functions" such as 
comprising perception, calculation, and judgment, the ego reconstitutes 
the pleasure principle in relation to its surroundings of reality. It is a 
synthesizer of ideas, a calculator of internal and external demands. Its 
contact with external reality is the cause of its differentiation from the 
unconscious (Elliott 30). 
However, in Freud's later writings, he revises that the ego is not 
simply a defensive agency which follows the reality principle, but also is 
enmeshed within a broader interplay of "thing-love" and "self-love." The 
mechanisms of narcissism and identification become fundamental to the 
formation of the ego (Elliott 30). Freud contends that there is a stage in 
which the infant does not distinguish between its own body and the body 
ofthe mother, represented by the breast. It is from a fundamental break-up 
of this monadic state that the constitution of the ego arises. A sense of 
"object" and of "outside" emerges when the breast has to be separated 
from the infant's body. A split ofthe self and the other occurs (Freud 23: 
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188). The external frustration has great impact on the contents and 
character ofthe ego (Frosh 69). Since the frustration of desire leaves the id 
burdened with angry energy, the ego has to prostitute itselfand offer itself 
as a substitute to the object. It assumes the features of the object and 
invites the id to love itself. In this sense, the ego can be seen as a collection 
of features which are lost in reality, a precipitate of “abandoned object-
cathexes" (Freud 19: 30-31). The input of the concept of narcissism forces 
a reconsideration of the nature of the ego. It is notjust an agency to contact 
reality but is also a structure established through multiple identifications 
with other persons. The self actually develops along an imaginary plane 
rather than through the brute enforcement of a "reality-ego" (Elliott 32). 
This contention can be illustrated in the case of mouming, in which the 
loss of a loved person necessitates an introjection of the other into the 
structure of the ego itself through the mechanism of narcissistic 
identification as an act of self-preservation. The internalization of loss 
through the work of mouming becomes a process essential to the 
constitution ofthe self (Freud 14: 255). Freud's understanding ofhow the 
ego develops through a process ofintemalization oflost relationships with 
desired objects becomes the paradigm for object-relation studies (Frosh 
80-81). 
In the dyadic phase, the small infant lives very closely to another 
body, usually the biological mother of the child, which represents all of 
external reality at this stage. Through the operations of unconscious 
representation and narcissistic identification, the elements and boundaries 
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of an inner world begins to be sketched out. Since the infant has no 
experiential divisions between the subject and the object, itself and the 
external world, it ceaselessly merges objects and part-objects which are 
experienced outside any fixed, social boundaries of time and space. This is 
an imaginary state and the infant has to recognize that "objects" are not 
simply manipulable according to its own wishes before it can move into 
the network of social and cultural relations (Elliott 37). The loss of the 
matemal body is the founding moment of psychical differentiation and 
individuation. In the process of internalizing the loss of the matemal body, 
the infant's relationship with his father is crucial for the achievement of 
the selfhood (Elliott 33). The intervention of the symbolic father in the 
infant/mother dyad starts a triadic phase which brings the infant into the 
received social meanings (Elliott 37). 
How the infant/mother dyad is affected by the emergence of the 
father is explained in one of Freud's most important postulates, the 
Oedipus complex. According to a "resume" of Freud's arguments about 
the Oedipus Complex given by Elliott, it can be instituted in either 
"positive" forms (same-sex identification) or negative forms (opposite-
sex identification). In the case of male sexuality, the infant desires the 
mother and wants to possess her. He hates his father for his "control" of 
the matemal body and fantasizes his death. However, when the infant 
encounters the superior powers ofthe father - the phallic authority and the 
threat of castration, he leams to renounce the phantasy of sexual unity with 
the mother, repressing desire and hostility permanently into the 
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unconscious. The superego is set up as an internal agency of guilt and 
self-regulation. The Oedipus complex is resolved through the 
internalization ofthe prohibition of the tabooed object of desire (Elliott 
3 4 ) . -
In the case of female sexuality, the Oedipus complex works in a 
reverse fashion to that of a male child. The castration complex produces 
incestuous desire instead of instating the repression of Oedipal desire. 
Freud supposes that there is a common "masculine" sexuality for all pre-
Oedipal infants. However, when the girl discovers that she lacks a penis 
with which to pursue her active, libidinous desire, she imagines herselfto 
have been "castrated" and tums away from her similarly "castrated" 
mother. Her wish for a penis is so strong that it is deflected onto the desire 
to bear the father a child. This is the patemal identification from which the 
jealousy of the mother is developed (Elliott 35). 
In this triadic phase, the infant's desire for the mother is disrupted 
by the law ofpatemal authority, which is based on the punitive force of the 
castration threat. This threat gives rise to the painful feelings ofterror and 
guilt which result in the repression of desire. In this process, the father 
functions symbolically. He bars the infant's imaginary relation with the 
desired object. At the same time，the infant becomes aware that all the 
interpersonal relationships are already structured by the sexual and 
cultural forms of power relations in society. The infant's subjectivity is 
unconsciously reorganized and becomes "socialized" (Elliott 38). 
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Object-Relation Theory and Post-Freudian Approaches 
Although Freud doesn't totally neglect the dyadic phase in his 
theory, he sees the Oedipus complex as the structural event which brings 
the infant to the confrontation with reality. The main concem is how desire 
is repressed and the consequent effects on an individual's psychology. 
However, recent psychoanalytic studies in Britain and the United States 
shift more and more to the object relations approaches and related variants 
(Frosh 44). The object relational assertion shares with Freud's supposition 
that the selfis not completely pre-given, but it further claims that the selfis 
actually built up through relations with other people, particularly the 
mother. It argues that the damage caused to these relationships leads on to 
the inadequacies of the self, which in tum produce narcissistic or schizoid 
symptomatology. Object-relation theory suggests that it is onlypossible to 
understand the individual in the light of his relationships with other, and 
that these are constitutive of the person's inner world. The two-person 
mothering relationship holds all the seeds for healthy growth if it can be 
preserved intact. The role of the mother is emphasized. The generative and 
structuring role of the father even changes to mainly protect the mother-
infant couple so that development can proceed without interference from 
social demands (Frosh 46-48). The pre-Oedipal development becomes 
crucial to the process of self-formation. 
Freud claims that in early infancy, no boundary is experienced 
between the ego and the object (Freud 21: 66-67). The ego originally 
includes everything. The infant is in a state of oneness with its experiential 
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universe, the mother (Frosh 78). This is the presupposition shared by 
many post-Freudian psychoanalysts. It is agreed that the early mother-
infant nexus is characterized by the permeability of boundaries between 
inner forces and external reality (Frosh 71). Grunberger even traces the 
state ofoneness to the pre-natal state ofthe foetus and names this perfect 
state ofholistic completeness as "prenatal coenesthesis" (Grunberger xii). 
However, this state of oneness, the "primary narcissism，，，is actually a 
doomed-to-lost illusion (Frosh 90) since an infant has to live individually 
when it grows up. Actually, a successful separation from the original state 
of union with the parent, the first love-object, is the key task in the first 
few years of life, without which an individual will not be able to see 
another person as separate and no mature love relations and healthy self-
esteem can be established (Layton and Schapiro 18). A failed separation 
will lead to an obsession of the illusion and a fixation to primary 
narcissism, which are the main causes of "secondary narcissism", the 
pathological one. Since the process of separation is so important in 
establishing a healthy self, it becomes the main concem in the field of 
psychoanalysis. 
In the process of separation, the caring object, usually the mother, 
plays a very important role. She is the one who maintains a state of 
"reverie" which enables the infant's desperate aggression to be managed 
and integrated into its psyche (Frosh 71). To Grunberger, she plays the 
supportive and unifying role which builds a special, all-inclusive 
relationship with the infant, "the monad", which protects it from the 
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demands ofboth the external world and the internal drives (Gmnberger 3). 
However, in order to aid the infant to form a healthy self, the mother has to 
play more than just the protective role. It is the necessary failures of the 
mother to completely meet all the infant's demands that forces the 
formation (or recognition) of a self-other boundary. The mother needs to 
create “optimal frustration" which fails the infant from within a context in 
which the infant's grandiose needs are met sufficiently for a strong inner 
core of self to be formed. If the mother fails too late, the infant's 
boundaries of selfhood will always be confused — grandiose, but 
insecure. If the mother fails the child too early, the infant's self will never 
be formed or will be hidden away behind a mask (Frosh 90-91). The 
consequences are the narcissistic personalities such as self-grandiosity, 
extreme self-centredness, remarkable absence ofinterest and empathy for 
others (Frosh 74)，omnipotent phantasy, manipulativeness, and 
shallowness (Frosh 70). 
A successful process of separation is crucial in establishing a strong 
sense of selfhood which has clear boundaries between itself and the 
objects. This is also the essential element which enables an individual to 
establish healthy interpersonal relations. However, a successful 
"individuation" (Frosh 95) does not forever keep an individual from 
phantasizing a retum to the state of primary narcissism. The blissful state 
of oneness is so attractive that Grunberger considers the descent into 
narcissism as a permanent and pervasive human tendency (Grunberger 
12). To Bromberg, the human life is actually a cycle of distancing from 
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and introjection ofthe lost symbiotic mother with an etemal longing for an 
ideal state ofself, which in fact is a phantasized re-absorption into the state 
of primary narcissism (Bromberg 442). Chasseguet-Smirgel thinks that 
the infant will spend a whole life to bridge the gulfbetween itself and the 
first ego ideal, which is the projection of its narcissistic omnipotence 
forced to give up at the violent end of primary state of fusion 
(Chasseguet-Smirgel 6-7). Freud notes that the traces of the longing for 
the "oceanic feeling" in primary narcissism can be found in the search of 
the state of being “in love" and in waking fantasies of wholeness and 
unification (Freud 21: 71-73). Lasch even further claims that the loss of 
the blissful state is the basis ofall subsequent experience of alienation, of 
historical myths of a lost golden age, and of the myth of the primary fall 
from grace, which finds its way into so many religions. On the other hand, 
he also argues that the loss fuels a search for reunification which can 
become apparent in creative action as well as in simple regressive longing. 
This contention leads to the difficult issue of distinguishing what is 
creative and what is regressive (Lasch 164). It is also a closely related task 
of distinguishing the superego and the ego ideal, the two representations 
internalized from identified external objects which bear different nature 
and affect an individual's behaviour greatly. 
Freud's contention ofhow the ego takes on the characteristics of the 
lost love object becomes a technical account ofhow what is outside might 
come inside. It explains the mechanism of internalization. Based on this 
contention, the post-Freudian psychoanalysts emphasize more and more 
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the effects ofprojection and introjection on the construction ofthe psyche. 
An individual's personality is considered as developing along the lines of 
construction perceived in the other and the selfis seen as a mirror ofthe 
world <Frosh 71). To Kohut, the establishment of early interpersonal 
relationships is actually a process of absorbing others into the schema of 
the self. The child's parents are experienced as “selfobjects,，，which can 
maintain the integrity of the child's inner world. It is through the 
internalization of the selfobjects that a self with a strong core can be 
established (Kohut and Wolf 177). 
Although all internalizations involve the similar process of setting 
up in the mind an internalized representation of an external object, the 
nature of the representations vary according to the nature ofthe identified 
external objects. Therefore, to distinguish the differences between the ego 
ideal and the superego, the most important representations which greatly 
affect a person's self-formation and his behaviour, it is necessary to 
examine how they are internalized. 
According to Freud, the development of the ego starts from a 
departure from primary narcissism, which gives rise to a vigorous attempt 
to recover that state. Realizing that it is not omnipotent and experiencing 
its own dependence on the mother, the ego phantasizes an internal 
representative of the idealized object, the ego ideal, on which the 
narcissistic libido is displaced (Freud 14: 94). Living up to the idealized 
internal image ofthe object is the means the impoverished ego replenishes 
its strength (Frosh 81). The setting-up of the ego ideal is a defensive 
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mechanism and is closely related to primary narcissism. Although Freud 
himself does not clearly distinguish between the ego ideal and the 
superego, it is quite clear that the superego is an agency set up as a mode of 
identification with the aggressor, the father, at the time of the repressions 
that close the Oedipus complex while the ego ideal is a projection 
employed to recover the lost narcissism of early infancy. The emergence 
of the ego ideal is originated from a desire for absorption in the I-thou 
unboundedness of the first two-person relationship. It is the result of the 
pursuit ofoneness, of narcissistic nirvana, of the pre-Oedipal relationship, 
ofaretum to the pre-social time in which no desire is structured, no incest 
can be recognized, and no division between selfand other is set up. On the 
other hand, the superego is linked to the three-person definitiveness of 
culture and reality. It embodies sets of restrictions, boundaries and 
identifications which are part of the social structures. It represents reality 
while the ego ideal represents escapist imagination (Frosh 82-83). 
To Chasseguet-Smirgel, the ego ideal is the carrier of the subject's 
own narcissism, created as a projection from the ego in the moment when 
the first object relations are formed, when the infant begins to perceive its 
weakness and becomes aware that the omnipotence which the mother gave 
it was just a phantasy. She sees the ego ideal as the heir to narcissism and 
the superego the heir to the Oedipus complex. While the former tends to 
reinstate illusion, the latter tends to promote reality. The ego ideal does 
offer the possibility ofcreative strivings. Based on a search for the original 
mothering experience, it can have a loving rather than a punitive aspect. 
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The experience of loss also starts a series of movements toward more 
activity and greater psychological differentiation such as identifications 
with deeply loved internalized others. However, without the mediation of 
realityTepresented by the Oedipus complex, the pursuit of the ego ideal is 
regressive. The working through of the castration complex enables the 
structuring realities of the social world to be appreciated and lived with. 
Without this process, the individual can never really accept separation. 
The denial ofdifference makes the ego ideal regressive and the individual 
unable to be truly creative. The setting-up of the superego institutes the 
order ofreality, which leads to authentic creativity (Chasseguet-Smirgel 
76). 
Grunberger also sees the resolution of the Oedipus complex as a 
transcendence of primary narcissism, in which the child acquires a new 
existential dimension based on drives, on castration, and on the defenses 
against them (Grunberger 34). Refusal to face the Oedipus complex is the 
principal characteristic of the narcissists, who regressively identify with 
the ego ideal and search for perfection. They deny the possibility for 
change, the existence of anything or anyone outside themselves, and 
refuse to identify with any real external object. In Oedipal terms, they 
refuse to recognize the existence ofthe father. They remain in the realm of 
the matemal, of fantasy, refusing to struggle with the patemal principle 
that marks the acceptance of the drives and the appearance of real external 
power. They prefer the imaginary to the real (Grunberger 39). 
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Gmnberger further contends that the division between narcissistic 
regression and Oedipal progression is marked by the encounter with 
"anality," a concept in contrast with "purity." To him, the apparently 
spiritual pursuit of purity is an attempt to recover the narcissistic fantasy 
ofwholeness, while the encounter with anality is the acknowledgment of 
the dirt ofreality, the existence of conflict, doubt, struggle, ambivalence 
and messy contradiction. Purity is actually a direct expression of 
regressive narcissism which strives to preserve the unspoilt matemal 
essence at all costs (Gmnberger 89-104). From this perspective, many 
religious and ideological movements which strive to obtain purity and 
appear to be progressive are actually regressive in nature. 
Three Stages of Self-formation and Their Effects 
Based on psychoanalytic theories, the self-formation of a person 
can be briefly divided into three stages: the pre-social stage, the transitory 
stage, and the social stage. 
In the beginning of the pre-social stage, the infant is in a state of 
primary narcissism. It phantacizes that it is merged with the mother and is 
omnipotent. However, this illusion is broken by the failure of the mother 
to completely meet all its demands and a sense of object and outside is 
formed simultaneously with a sense of self. The infant begins to separate 
from the mother and the ego ideal is formed as a defense mechanism to 
recover the lost narcissism. 
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The infant is further brought to the transitory stage by the 
emergence of the father. The dyadic relationship between the infant and 
the mother becomes triadic. After working through the Oedipus Complex, 
the superego is formed by identifying with the father, who represents the 
social order. The infant becomes a social being and has to face the real 
world. The self-formation comes to the social stage, in which an individual 
is surrounded by various existing concepts in reality. 
Although the social stage which covers the rest of the infant's life is 
much longer than the other stages, its influence is not as fundamental as 
the latter. Both the ego ideal and the superego formed in the pre-social 
stage and transitory stage press an individual to act according to idealistic 
standards and affect his behaviour forcefully. Besides, the temptation to 
retum to the primary narcissism remains attractive to an individual for his 
whole life. In the extreme case of a narcissist, a person who fails to 
separate from the mother psychologically in the pre-social stage and has a 
fixation to the narcissistic state, his self-image is totally shaped by the 
illusion he phantasizes in the pre-social stage. He can only maintain a 
sense of selfhood by linking himself with idealistic ideas and imagining 
self-grandiosity. He ignores the existence ofthe father, who represents the 
conflicts and the social order in the real world, and immerses himself in 
idealistic dreams. People having this kind of pathological personality is 
portrayed in litereray works. In Lord Jim, the protagonist Jim is such a 
narcissist. His self-formation is greatly affected by the pre-social effects. 
His narcissistic fixation forms in him a grandiose self-image which makes 
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him unable to face the external world practically. It also leads to his 
ignorance of the father and inability to face the Oedipus Complex and 
brings him to his tragic ending. 
While the pre-social effects determine the fate of Jim, the effects 
from the transitory stage help to change the life of Zhang Yonglin in Half 
ofMan is Woman. It is the ability to recognize the competing father and 
the determination to confront with the authority that heals Zhang's sexual 
impotence and recovers his identity as an intellectual. He is then able to 
see himself as an individual. His search of identity is fueled with the 
Oedipus urge. 
Certainly，the effects from the social stage are also very important in 
a person's self-formation. In The French Lieutenant 's Woman, the dualist 
characteristics of the age and the rapidly-changing ideas create a strong 
splitting force in the male protagonist Charles, who responds with an 
embrace of convention and a repression of his unconventional self. His 
self-image is shaped greatly by the existing society. 
Starting with analyses of the heroes' moments of indecision, the 
following chapters will study the effects from the different stages on the 
individual with more details and highlight the roles they play in the 
characters' self-formation, with the ultimate aim of a deeper 
understanding ofhuman nature. 
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Chapter One 
The Formation of a Narcissistic Hero: 
Lord Jim 
Lord Jim is one of Joseph Conrad's stories about seamen. Once 
again the adventurous events and exotic setting are not the only elements 
which arouse the readers' interests. The attractiveness of the story lies in 
its universal concem of humanity, in its eagemess to seek to understand 
human nature. 
The story is about how Jim, a young and romantic sailor who has 
always dreamt of doing heroic deeds but fails to do so when a real crisis 
emerges. Out ofhis own expectation, he abandons the Patna, the ship he is 
working on, and the passengers on board when she is about to sink. For 
this irresponsible and cowardly action, he has to face a trial in court and 
his certificate is cancelled. After a few years of wandering life, working in 
different places, he is helped by Marlow, another seaman who is the chief 
narrator ofthe story, to work for a merchant Stein in a trading station in a 
primitive land, Patusan. He seizes the opportunity and becomes a 
successful leader there. However, he is finally responsible for a serious 
mistake and is killed as a punishment. 
Certainly, Lord Jim will only be an ordinary story if it is only a 
summation of dramatic events which occur in Jim's life. The greatness of 
the story lies actually in its attempt to portray and to show Jim's internal 
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responses to these external events. Many parts of the story are devoted to 
describe Jim's feelings and psychological struggles. Although it is Jim's 
decision to abandon the Patna which initiates the development of the 
story, the indecisive moments before he takes the action give hints to the 
understanding of the whole story. Starting with an analysis of these 
moments ofindecision, this study tries to read the novel as a story ofJim's 
self-formation. 
There are two tuming points in Jim's life which are symbolized by 
two leaps: the cowardly leap from the Patna to abandon the ship (124-25) 
and the heroic leap which enables him to continue his life in Patusan (228). 
Marked by these two tuming points, Jim's life can be divided into three 
periods: the period before he abandons the Patna; the period between he 
leaves the Patna and starts a new life in Patusan; and the period he lives in 
Patusan. In the first period, Jim's grandiose self-image has never been 
challenged. In the second period, Jim's grandiose self-image is wounded 
and he has to suffer from an anxiety over the loss of selfhood. In the last 
period, Jim is able to construct a healthy self-image temporarily but is 
finally allured to fall into the narcissistic dream again and come to a tragic 
ending ofhis life. 
According to Marlow's recounting of Jim's confession, after the 
Patna has hit an unknown object, the ship in a very dangerous situation. 
The engines are stopped and Jim believes that the ship will sink at any 
moment (105-106). However, he is all the time only thinking of "eight 
hundred people and seven boats" (107). He knows that the boats are far 
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from enough to carry all the passengers away, but he emphasizes that he is 
not afraid of death. Nevertheless, he is stunned and is made to stand 
stock-still by the hatch for almost two minutes (108). After he has 
recovered from this immobility, he acts quickly to try to loose the safety 
boats on the bridge. On the way to go to the bridge, he is calm enough to 
get rid of a passenger who asks for drinking water and has successfully 
avoided creating panic (109). When he finds that the chief engineer, the 
skipper and some other seamen are maniacally trying to loose a boat for 
themselves to leave, he refuses to help. Seeing them nervously tramping, 
wheezing, shoving and cursing, Jim stays silent and static (101). He 
remains aloof and watches the threatening slant of the ship (114). Since 
Jim is "a gifted poor devil with the faculty of swift and foretelling vision," 
he could depict to himself without hindrance the sudden 
swing upward of the dark sky-line, the sudden tilt up of the 
vast plain of the sea, the swift still rise, the brutal fling, the 
grasp of the abyss, the struggle without hope, the starlight 
closing over his head for ever like the vault of a tomb....The 
sights it showed him had tumed him into cold stone from the 
sole of his feet to the nape of his neck; but there was a hot 
dance of thoughts in his head, a dance of lame, blind, mute 
thoughts - a whirl of awful cripples.... (114) 
There is a great contrast between Jim's mental activity and physical 
activity. While a vivid scene of what is going to happen is imagined in his 
mind, his body is unable to move. Foreseeing the disastrous consequences, 
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Jim knows that he cannnot do anything. He thinks that there is nothing to 
do but to sink with the ship (116). On the one hand, he believes that he can 
do nothing to save the ship and the passengers. On the other, he detests the 
other seamen who decide to abandon the ship and strive for their own 
survivals. Two pictures are formed in his mind at this time: when he closes 
his eyes, he sees crowds ofbodies，laid out for death. When he opens them, 
he sees "the dim struggle of four men fighting like mad with a stubborn 
boat" (121). Finally, A squall gets very near and a heavy swell lifts the hull 
in a threatening heave. Some passengers under the awnings are awakened 
and they begin to shout and make a lot of noise (123). Perceiving the 
events and the legs of the dead engineer, Jim starts to move. However, he 
is like being moved by an external force: “Something had started him off 
at last, but of the exact moment, of the cause that tore him out of his 
immobility, he knew no more than the uprooted tree knows of the wind 
that laid it low" (123). He is not quite conscious of what he is doing. At the 
last moment, he is wrongly recognized by the other seamen who are 
already on the boat as George, the dead engineer, and is urged to jump 
down. It is in such a chaotic and emergent situation that he follows other 
seamen and abandons the ship. Jim explains that he knows nothing about 
the action of jumping until he looks up from the boat, and he wishes he 
could die for what he has done (125). 
From the time when Jim notices the extremely dangerous situation 
ofthe Patna to the moment he jumps from the ship, there are two times he 
is in a condition of physical immobility. The first time is when he finds 
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that there are not enough boats to take away all the passengers and he 
remains inactive by the hatch for two minutes. The second time is when he 
finds that he can do nothing to save the ship while other seamen are trying 
to loose a boat for themselves. 
Jim's first inaction during the episode can obviously be considered 
as a moment ofindecision. He cannot decide what to do and respond to the 
accident quickly. It is significant that in such an emergency situation Jim 
is unable to take immediate action while he has always dreamt ofdealing 
with crisis and claims that he is always prepared for the worst (109) and is 
not afraid ofdeath (107). On Jim's response, Marlow comments, 
He [Jim] was not afraid of death perhaps, but I'll tell you 
what, he was afraid of the emergency. His confounded 
imagination had evoked for him all the horrors of panic, the 
trampling rush, the pitiful screams, boats swamped - all the 
appalling incidents of a disaster at sea he had ever heard of 
(108). 
Marlow has rightly pointed out Jim's weakness. Although Jim might not 
be afraid of death, he is afraid of the emergency. He is afraid of the chaotic 
consequences. Jim is not a hero who is able to face any kind of bad 
situation as he himselfimagines. He is just like other ordinary people. 
Jim's second inaction seems to have nothing to do with indecision. 
On the contrary, once he discovers the other seamen's selfish plan, he has 
determined not to be involved. He loathes them and hates them (120). He 
even hits the man who forces him to help (116). However, this “passive 
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heroism" (119) is proved to be fragile by his action ofabandoning the ship 
finally. His refusal to help other seamen shows only one side ofhis mental 
activity. He is consciously determined not to be involved in the cowardly 
act, but an unconscious force striving to survive is acting on him at the 
same time. Underlying his seeming decisiveness is actually an 
unconscious psychological struggle between upholding his grandiose 
self-image and satisfying his desire of saving his own life. The influence 
ofthe repressed desire is so stealthy that even Jim himself is not aware of 
it. That is why he says that he knows nothing about the action ofjumping 
until he looks up to the ship from the boat after the action (125). It is not a 
pretense when he asks if he has really jumped (134), but a genuine 
reflection of a psychological bewilderment. Since the jump is an 
unconscious action, it makes no clear impression in his memory. This is 
also one of the reasons why Jim is reluctant to accept the fact that he has 
abandoned the ship and he can hardly understand what has happened 
within himself. 
The two moments of indecision during the accident have 
disillusioned Jim's romantic dream. His first inaction reveals that he is 
scared like common people. His jumping from the Patna proved that he is 
not able to really sacrifice his life heroically for his responsibility. 
However, Jim fails to recognize the external reality. Although his 
grandiose self-image is seriously challenged, he is subjectively unable to 
accept the truth. Marlow tries to explain this irrational stubbornness as the 
result of social convention and morality: 
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It was solemn, and a little ridiculous too, as they always are, 
those struggles of an individual trying to save from the fire 
his idea of what his moral identity should be, this precious 
- notion of a convention, only one of the rules of the game, 
nothing more, but all the same so terribly effective by its 
assumption of unlimited power over natural instincts, by the 
awful penalties of its failure. (103) 
According to Marlow, the idea of what an individual's moral 
identity should be, that is, the grandiose self-image in Jim's case, is a 
precious notion of a convention and is only one ofthe rules ofthe game. It 
keeps the individual to struggle to maintain the moral identity by 
providing the individual with an assumption of unlimited power over 
natural instincts and by threatening the individual with the awful penalties 
of its failure. Although Marlow doesn't state clearly what the awful 
penalties are, it is reasonable to say that they are the social pressure and the 
individual's guilty feelings. Translated in Freudian terms, Jim's struggle 
to maintain his grandiose self-image is fueled by the idealistic image and 
the punitive threat of the superego, which is formed through an 
identification with the father who represents morality and social 
convention. Jim's irrational stubbornness is supported and urged by 
external forces rather than is stemmed from his internal desire. Following 
this argument, it is easy to be tempted to interpret Jim's insistence on 
standing in the court as a moral action required by his superego, seeking 
self-punishment for what he has done wrong. However, a close 
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examination of Jim's responses after the Patna crisis will show that the 
above argument is not quite valid. 
Refusing Marlow's suggestion ofrunning away, Jim says, “I can't 
afford it [running away]. I am bound to fight this down _ I am fighting it 
now" (156). It is not because of a moral urge that he decides to stay, but 
because he cannot "afford" it. He cannot afford another wound on his 
grandiose self-image. To stay is not a passive action to wait for the 
punishment, but an active action to “fight” for probably a war to maintain 
his grandiose self-image. It is another heroic action to distinguish himself 
from other people. That's why he says, “[The other seamen] Went 
away_went into hospital....Not one of them would face it...They!..." 
(156). His accusation is full of contempt which a guilty person shouldn't 
possess. He even has a contemptuous opinion of the proceedings ordained 
by law (102)，which seeks only to know the "facts" (63). To him, standing 
in court is not an action to seek a fairjudgment on himself, but to show that 
he is not afraid of facing it, to reveal the difference between himself and 
other irresponsible seamen. He has never wholeheartedly admitted that he 
himself is a coward. That is why he is so sensitive to the word "cur" (97, 
102), which arouses the violence in him. Actually, he regrets more for 
missing a chance to realize his heroic dream rather than having done 
something wrong (104). What he expects is another chance to do 
something heroic (140). Even when he is leading a wandering life, he still 
wants such an opportunity (190). 
If Jim's romantic dream and his grandiose self-image are only 
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results of external moral influence, his responses after the crisis such as 
the lack of guilty feelings after failing to fulfill the moral request, the 
insistence ofupholding his grandiose self-image, the refusal of facing the 
facts, the eagemess to seek another chance, the contemptuous attitude to 
the court and other seamen will all be inexplicable. In other words, seeing 
Jim's grandiose self-image as a result ofthe influence of the superego will 
create difficulties in understanding Jim's responses after the crisis. 
Self-grandiosity, however, is also one of the characteristics of 
narcissistic pathology, which has its origin in the dyadic phase of the 
process of self-formation. If an infant is unable to separate itself from the 
mother psychologically, it will fail to form a healthy self with a strong 
core. Instead of having a clear cut line between itself and the mother, it 
will have a fixation on primary narcissism, in which the infant imagines 
that it is merged with the mother. The phantasy ofhaving an unbreakable 
link with the mother, whom is imagined as omnipotent, will be always at 
work on the individual and lead to the formation of a grandiose self-image. 
However, underlying such a self-image “is not a megalomaniac or even 
Machiavellian self-confidence, but a despairing sense of emptiness and 
fragility, of a self always in danger of dissolution and death" (Frosh 75). 
The grandiose self-image needs to be maintained, or a total dissolution of 
the self will be done. In this sense, the refusal of giving up one's grandiose 
self-image is actually a defense mechanism to avoid the risk of a total loss 
of selfhood. Seen in this light, Jim's stubbornness of upholding his 
grandiose self-image can be considered as a narcissistic defense 
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mechanism, which is an internal necessity for a narcissist. Jim has to 
identify himselfas a hero, or he will have no identity at all. To maintain his 
grandiose self-image is a task to avoid total self-destruction. His 
stubbornness is then understandable. 
Actually, except for self-grandiosity, Jim does possess other 
characteristics of a narcissistic personality, such as contempt for others, 
envy, and lack of empathy (Kemberg 229). Jim has a tendency to 
denigrate other people and hence fails to build a real and deep relationship 
with them. When he is still on the training ship, he misses an opportunity 
to display his courage and skill for he goes too late to get on a cutter during 
an emergency. When the two men who successfully get on the cutter come 
back, Jim can only tell himself that he can affront greater perils other than 
truly appreciate them. When a boy tells other people what has happened, 
Jim thinks that it is “a pity display of vanity" and he has enlarged his 
knowledge more than those who have done work (48-49). He is unable to 
recognize other people's achievements. His attitude to other people can 
hardly change. When he is on board the Patna, he still contemplates his 
superiority. He considers himself very different from other seamen and 
thinks that they do not belong to the world ofheroic adventure (59-61). He 
keeps a distance from other people and has never had a real friend. 
Jim's narcissistic characteristics will be even more clearly 
displayed by an analysis of the nature of his courage and his romantic 
dreams, which bare a strong sense of narcissistic regressiveness. This 
narcissistic regressiveness has its origins not only in the self-grandiosity 
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which is a defense mechanism rather than an aggressive ambition, but also 
in the desire of going back to the peaceful and blissful state of primary 
narcissism, in which no conflict is perceived. Instead ofbeing influenced 
by the superego, Jim's self-formation is mainly oriented by an 
identification of the ego ideal, which is a projection employed to recover 
primary narcissism and is the result of narcissistic nirvana. Therefore, 
underlying Jim's courage and heroic dreams is actually a strifto retum to a 
static and peaceful narcissistic bliss, which is perceived as unlimited, 
certain, and all-embracing like what an infant experiences in the dyadic 
phase. 
The nature of Jim's courage is well analyzed by Marlow. 
Responding to Jim's claim of not being afraid of death, Marlow 
observantly comments, 
He [Jim] might have been resigned to die, but I suspect he 
wanted to die without added terrors, quietly, in a sort of 
peaceful trance. A certain readiness to perish is not very rare, 
but it is seldom that you meet men whose souls, steeled in the 
impenetrable armour of resolution, are ready to fight a losing 
battle to the last; the desire of peace waxes stronger as hope 
declines, till at last it conquers the very desire oflife. Which 
ofus [Marlow and his listeners] here has not observed this, or 
maybe experienced something of that feeling in his own 
person - this extreme weariness of emotions, the vanity of 
effort, the yeaming for rest? (108) 
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Jim's determination to die with the ship is not understood as a seaman's 
responsible resolution in a crisis, but is seen as a result of frustration in 
front ofalosing battle. More significantly, Marlow points out that it is the 
desire ofpeace, which opposes the desire oflife, which tempts Jim to give 
up his life. It is the yeaming for rest rather than the striving for a fight 
which is underlying his determination. His courage is regressive in the 
sense that it has its root in the desire ofpeace, which is like a narcissist's 
desire of going back to the peaceful and blissful state of primary 
narcissism. 
The relationship of Jim's courage and peacefulness is again linked 
in a description during his last watch on the Patna right before the 
accident: 
Jim would glance at the compass, would glance around the 
unattainable horizon, would stretch himself till his joints 
cracked, with a leisurely twist ofthe body, in the very excess 
of well-being; and, as if made audacious by the invincible 
aspect of the peace, he felt he cared for nothing that could 
happen to him to the end ofhis days (57). 
His audacity does not grow from the stimulation ofcrisis or conflicts, but 
is from "the invincible aspect ofthe peace" (57). 
At the first glance, Jim's romantic dreams seem very ambitious. 
When he is still on a training ship, he has already immersed himself in 
heroic imagination: 
He saw himself saving people from sinking ships, cutting 
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masts in a hurricane, swimming through a surfwith a line; or 
as a lonely castaway, barefooted and half naked, walking on 
uncovered reef in search of shellfish to stave off starvation. 
- He confronted savages on tropical shores, quelled mutinies 
on the high seas, and in a small boat upon the ocean kept up 
the hearts of despairing men - always an example ofdevotion 
to duty, and as unflinching as a hero in a book (47). 
However, the aggressiveness in "what" is described in this passage is 
disproved by "how" the dreams are formed. The traces of regressiveness 
can be detected in a scene which records how he again falls into his dream 
when he is on duty in his last watch right before the Patna hits the 
unknown object: 
"How steady she goes," Jim with wonder, with something 
like gratitude for this high peace of sea and sky. At such times 
his thought would be full of valorous deeds: he loved these 
dreams and the success ofhis imaginary achievements. They 
were the best parts of life, its secret truth, its hidden reality. 
They had a gorgeous virility, the charm of vagueness, they 
passed before him with an heroic tread; they carried his soul 
away with them and made it drunk with the divine philtre of 
an unbounded confidence in itself. (57-58) 
Jim's heroic imagination starts at the time when he is moved and is 
appreciating the "high peace of sea and sky" (57). His unbounded self-
confidence originates in the peacefulness rather than the potential threat in 
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the natural world. It is upon the unconscious resemblance between the 
peacefulness in the natural world and primary narcissism that Jim begins 
his heroic dreams. 
The peacefulness of the natural world is further related to death, the 
inactiveness of which is close to the narcissistic nirvana's, in the scene 
when Jim and other seamen have abandoned the Patna and are drifting on 
a boat: "A silent of the sea, of the sky, merged into one indefinite 
immensity still as death around these saved, palpitating lives" (127). 
In the above quotations, Jim's courage and heroic dreams are 
related to death, silence, peace, steadiness, immensity, etc., which are 
terms very often used to describe primary narcissism. An implicit link 
between Jim's courage and heroic dreams is established. The narcissistic 
regressiveness shows more clearly in the description not long before Jim 
begins to dream, in which the mother-infant dyadic phase and the peaceful 
state of the natural world is explicitly linked. This is also a scene in Jim's 
last watch before the accident occurs when the turmoil is never thought of: 
Jim on the bridge was penetrated by the great certitude of 
unbounded safety and peace that could be read on the silent 
aspect of nature like the certitude of fostering love upon the 
placid tenderness of a mother's face. (55-56) 
In the simile, "the great certitude ofunbounded safety and peace" (55) is 
put in parallel with "the certitude of fostering love" (56) and “the silent 
aspect ofnature" (56) with ‘‘the placid tenderness ofa mother's face" (56). 
Both the natural peace and fostering love are imagined as certain. The 
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resemblance between nature's silent aspect and the mother's tenderness is 
directly stated. It is upon this resemblance that Jim is led into his romantic 
dreams, which have his self-image unreasonably inflated. His phantasized 
grandiose self-image is actually an illusion originated in the phantasized 
omnipotence ofthe infant formed in the dyadic phase, in which the infant 
imagines that it is merged with the mother and is supported by the mother 
unreservedly without change. It is under such a fixation on this illusory 
state that Jim narcissistically formed his self-image. 
Jim's narcissistic characteristics are also revealed by the narcissistic 
regressiveness concretized in the suicide committed by Brierly, a 
character considered as Jim's double in this study. In the story, Brierly is a 
captain and is invited to be one of the assessors in the court for Jim's case. 
He is very much a seaman Jim imagines himself to be: 
He [Brierly] had never in his life made a mistake, never had 
an accident, never a mishap, never a check in his steady rise, 
and he seemed to be one of those lucky fellows who know 
nothing ofindecision, much less of self-mistrust.... (85) 
Like Jim before the Patna episode, Brierly has never met any real 
challenge. The difference perhaps is that he has the opportunities to realize 
many heroic deeds. He has saved lives at sea and has rescued ships in 
distress (85). Like Jim, he tends to denigrate other people. This tendency is 
strongly felt by Marlow: 
I [Marlow] like him [Brierly] well enough, though some I 
know - meek, friendly men at that - couldn't stand him at any 
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price. I haven't the slightest doubt he considered himself 
vastly my superior - indeed, had you been Emperor of the 
East and West, you could not have ignored your inferiority in 
- his presence....I was a negligible quantity simply because I 
was not the fortunate man of the earth, not Montague Brierly 
in Command of the Ossa"" (85) 
Being very conscious ofhis own superiority, Brierly is intolerable to many 
people, and is unable to build a close relationship with them. 
Certainly, Brierly is more than just sharing this similar personality 
with Jim. As an assessor ofJim's case, he is supposed to be objective, calm 
and empathic to all parties involved in the case. However, he is 
unreasonably sympathized with Jim and thinks that the court proceedings 
are tormenting Jim. He sees the inquiry as “the stupidest set-out" one can 
imagine (91). Most unusual of all, he even asks Marlow to suggest Jim to 
run away and promises to give him two hundred rupees (92). His strange 
behaviour is noticed and rightly explained by Marlow: "at bottom poor 
Brierly must have been thinking ofhimself' (92). During the trial, Brierly 
probably is "holding silent inquiry into his [Brierly's] own case" (86). 
Identifying himself totally with Jim, he knows that he will do the same 
cowardly thing in the same situation. Jim's action actually has 
disillusioned Brierly's grandiose self-image. It is so unbearable that he 
commits suicide barely a week after the end of the inquiry (86). The 
verdict for Jim is also the verdict for Brierly. The reality confronting Jim is 
the reality confronting him too. Being forced to give up his illusion, 
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Brierly embraces death which provides him with another kind ofblissful 
and secure feeling. The destruction of illusion leads to the destruction of 
self, a typical result of the brutal intrusion of reality on a narcissist. His 
death-shows an alternative result of a narcissist whose grandiose self-
image is broken suddenly. It is also a preview of Jim's final ending in 
Patusan. 
Upholding his grandiose self-image is Jim's defense mechanism. If 
he is not subjective enough to ignore reality, he might have followed 
Brierly's track and killed himself. However, his self-image is not totally 
immune from the attack of reality. The cruel fact has created in him an 
anxiety which tums into destructiveness that finds its expressions in the 
violent incidents of the confrontation with Marlow outside the court (94-
99) and ofthe fight with the Danish lieutenant of the Royal Siamese Navy 
in a hotel in Bangkok (187-90). 
Another of Jim's "symptom" catalyzed by the challenges to his 
grandiose self-image is depression, which can be interpreted as 
psychological self-defense: 
Behind manifest grandiosity, depression is constantly 
lurking, and hiding behind a depressive mood there are often 
unconscious (or conscious but split off) fantasies of 
grandiosity. In fact, grandiosity is the defence against 
depression and depression is the defence against real pain 
over loss of the self. (Miller 328) 
After the Patna crisis, Jim is in a risk of a total destruction of selfhood. He 
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depressively isolates himself and is unable to talk to any other people: 
For days, many days, he [Jim] had spoken to no one, but had 
held silent, incoherent, and endless converse with himself, 
- like a prisoner alone in his cell or like a wayfarer lost in a 
wilderness. At present he was answering questions [in court； 
that did not matter though they had a purpose, but he doubted 
whether he would ever again speak out as long as he lived. 
The sound of his own truthful statements confirmed his 
deliberate opinion that speech was of no use to him any 
longer. (67) 
He doesn't believe any person can understand him. He suspects the value 
oflanguage. He is helpless until he meets Marlow. When their eyes meet 
in the court, Jim has a special feeling: 
He [Jim] met the eyes of the white man [Marlow]. The glance 
directed at him was not the fascinated stare of the others. It 
was an act of intelligent volition. Jim between two questions 
forgot himself so far as to find leisure for a thought. This 
fellow [Marlow] - ran the thought [of Jim's] - look at me 
Jim] as though he could see somebody or something past my 
shoulder. He had come across that man before - in the street 
perhaps. He was positive he had never spoken to him....That 
man [Marlow] there seemed to be aware of his hopeless 
difficulty. (66-67) 
In a mystic way, Jim senses that Marlow is different from other people in 
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the court and is able to understand his difficulty. His special feeling is a 
cue to the development of their friendship. 
Suffering from depression, Jim needs a person who can understand 
him and support him like a mother in the dyadic phase. It is Marlow who at 
the right moment re-creates the monadic environment and plays the roles 
as an ally, a helper, and an accomplice (111). He is willing to believe what 
Jim says (136) and makes himself unreservedly responsible for Jim (177). 
On the other hand, Jim plays the part of a child and behaves totally 
different from the hero he has imagined himself to be (137,168). He needs 
somebody who listens to him (137) and talks to him (139). He needs to 
find consolation in expressing his feelings (178). Without Marlow's role 
serving as the mother, Jim might have a serious psychological breakdown 
during the trial. 
What Jim also needs to become a "healthy" person is a sense of real 
threat from reality, which is brought to him in a suitable way. With the 
painful experience in the Patna crisis and the kind help of Marlow and 
Stein, Jim is psychologically ready to confront the challenges in Patusan. 
The conflicts between Doramin, Rajah Allang and Sherif Ali make 
Patusan a very dangerous place (232-33). Unlike the imagined crisis 
before the Patna episode, the dangers in Patusan are real threat. Jim has to 
face them or he will be killed. The most important move he makes in 
Patusan is that he is able to perceive Sherif Ali as a rival and makes a 
successful attack on his party. Psychologically, Jim is able to recognize 
Sherif Ali as a father figure, who represents the real threat in reality, and 
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confronts him practically. The father plays an important role in taking Jim 
out from his narcissistic dream. The recovery from narcissism is also 
revealed in Jim's capacity in building real personal relationships with 
people. In Patusan, he has a real lover, Jewel, a trustworthy friend, Dain 
Waris, and a loyal servant, Tamb' Itam. 
If Jim's success in Patusan is founded on the recognition of Sherif 
Ali as a father figure, his final failure then is bred from his neglect of 
another father figure, Comelius. Being replaced by Jim as the agent for 
Stein in Patusan (205), Comelius is hostile to Jim. He always tries to 
convince Jim to leave Patusan (259). Being the stepfather of Jim's lover 
Jewel, he is jealous of their close relationship and insists upon her calling 
him father (255). He equates Jewel with his dead wife (255) and sees Jim 
as a child who knows nothing (284，322, 337). Comelius, Jewel and Jim 
form a father-mother-son relationship, but Jim is unable to recognize it. 
Perhaps it is because of Cornelius's abjectness (253) which makes the 
father's threat unnoticeable. More probably, it is because Jim is so 
absolutely supported by the mother Jewel, who loves himjealously (252), 
that an indulgence in the narcissistic state grows in him again and disables 
him from being aware of the father's presence. As pointed out by Marlow, 
Jim disregards Comelius on general grounds (283). Having shifted into 
the narcissistic dream again, Jim refuses to work through the Oedipus 
complex and ignores the father. When the father's threat tums into a 
concrete action, Jim pays a very high price for his stubbornness. It is 
Comelius who shows the white intruder Brown the way to the back ofthe 
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island and has Jim's side heavily attacked (341-42). Cornelius's 
treacherous act gives Jim a fatal blow. 
Another reason for Jim's final failure is his over-confidence in 
himself, which reflects an attachment to his narcissistic grandiose self-
image. After his successful attack on Sherif Ali, the incident becomes a 
legend among the people. They even believe that he has supernatural 
powers (239). He is the person who appoints the headmen and becomes 
the virtual ruler (244). Too much support from the people makes him 
believe that he can settle all the conflicts in Patusan. An illusory picture of 
a world with no conflict is again formed in his mind. When a hostile 
outsider Brown comes into Patusan, Jim still thinks that he can solve the 
problem peacefully. His grandiose self-image makes him too confident of 
himself that he even agrees to let Brown and his people retreat with their 
fire arms. His wrong decision is based on an over-estimation ofhimself as 
well as a wrong understanding of the world. When these illusions are 
broken again, he can no longer bare the cruel reality. He can only follow 
Brierly's option and seek death as a solution, surrendering himself to 
Doramin for a termination ofhis life. 
From the psychoanalytic perspective, Lord Jim is a story about the 
process of a narcissist's self-formation. The moments of indecision in the 
Patna crisis are the first challenge to Jim's narcissistic grandiose self-
image. Jim is able to avoid a total self-destruction by employing the 
defense mechanism ofupholding his grandiose self-image and refusing to 
face reality. On the other hand, with the help of his friend Marlow, who 
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plays the role of the mother and re-creates a monadic environment for him, 
Jim is able to adapt a healthy self-image and gain a temporary recovery 
from the pathological narcissism. He is then able to accept a reality with 
conflicts and real threat and deal with it practically. However, the 
attractiveness of primary narcissism is so strong that he is easily allured to 
indulge himself in it again and falls into self-grandiosity. Refusing to work 
through the Oedipus complex and ignoring the existence of the father, Jim 
suffers a fatal blow from reality and comes to a final failure. His downfall 
is an inevitable ending for a narcissistic hero. 
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Chapter Two 
Sexual Impotence and Psychological Indecision: 
Half of Man is Woman 
Compared to Lord Jim, HalfofMan is Woman fNanren de yiban shi 
nuren 男人的一半是女人）by Zhang Xianliang (張賢亮）has a more 
particular setting. It is a story of a Chinese intellectual's experience in the 
Cultural Revolution around the period between 1966 and 1976. The 
narrative strategy is simpler for the whole story is narrated by the 
protagonist, Zhang Yonglin (章永憐)，from a first person perspective in a 
confessional form. 
The story is divided into five parts with a preface describing the 
narrator's dreams and his psychological struggle before writing the story. 
Roughly speaking, the first part of the story is about how Zhang Yonglin 
first encounters his later wife Huang Xiangjiu (黃香久）in a labour reform 
camp. The second part is about how they meet again in a state farm and 
decide to get married. The third part is about their unsuccessful marital life 
and Zhang's discovery of the extramarital affair between Huang Xiangjiu 
and Cao Xueyi (曹學義)，the Party Secretary of the state farm. The fourth 
part is about how Zhang heroically prevents a disastrous flood and 
recovers from sexual impotence. The fifth part is about how Zhang 
divorces Huang and decides to escape from the state farm. 
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As shown by the above division, the relationship between Zhang 
and Huang can serve as a very good indicator of the development of the 
story. They start from being strangers to each other, getting acquainted 
and married, and are finally separated. However, if the development of 
their relationship is taken as the only theme of the novel, it will be reduced 
to an ordinary simple love story which has no contribution in the literary 
art. Actually, to discover the newness of this piece of work, it has to be 
read as a record of the protagonist's search ofhis identity in a particular 
historical context. Thus the changing relationship between Zhang and 
Huang is considered as a reflection of the process of self-formation of 
Zhang, which is going on under the influence of the absurd political 
environment during the Cultural Revolution. Seen in this light, Zhang's 
psychological changes become the main concem of the story. It can be 
sub-divided into three periods marked by two significant incidents: the 
first incident is Zhang's initial encounter with Huang in the labour reform 
camp (40-44), which signifies an awakening of sexual identity in Zhang, 
and the second incident is Zhang's heroic act of saving the state farm from 
being flooded by fixing a dam (158-164), which signifies the first success 
in the confrontation with the authority. In the first period before the 
encounter, Zhang has his self-image adapted to what the authority 
requires. He gives up his individuality and embraces the collective identity 
of being one of the prisoners. He gets rid of his original socio-political 
identity of being an intellectual in order to lead a relatively peaceful life 
psychologically. In the second period, Zhang's sexual identity is aroused 
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and he suffers from a painful struggle of maintaining his fragile sexual 
identity which is in danger ofbeing demolished again. In the third period, 
Zhang successfully enhances his male selfhood and is courageous enough 
to leave the state farm and to meet the challenges in the outside world. 
It is important to note that the sexual identity and socio-political 
identity are seen as very closely-related in the story. The loss ofthe latter 
leads to the loss ofthe former. As an intellectual who fails to perform his 
duty to think individually, Zhang is also unable to perform his duty as a 
husband. His sexual impotency is later psychologically cured by 
performing a creative action which is not ordered by the authority. The 
political power has a strong influence on Zhang's self-formation. Before 
examining Zhang's mental joumey of seeking his identity, it is crucial to 
have an analysis of the moment ofindecision during the first encounter of 
Zhang and Huang in the labour reform camp, which gives hints to the 
understanding of the entangling relationship between sexuality and 
political power. 
The encounter takes place in a very special setting. It is when Huang 
is bathing in a river. When Huang discovers Zhang's presence, in spite of 
her embarrassing situation ofbeing naked, she smiles at him and is in no 
hurry to put on her clothes. In Zhang's eyes, she is even calling him with 
her eyes, with her skin, and with an attitude ofno intention of defending 
herself (42-43). Although being urged by Huang's subtle temptation and 
his own sexual desire, Zhang is still unable to decide what to do 
immediately, he recalls: 
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An impulse to act reverberated within my [Zhang's] body, 
urging me to spring forward, or at least to run away. Outside 
came a separate pressure, suppressing any action within. I 
- tried repeatedly to swallow, conscious of terror, hope and 
cowardice. A feeling of impending catastrophe clashed with 
one ofcertainjoy, and I began to tremble involuntarily. Was 
this a trap in front of me? Was it real or an illusion? Was it 
right i f I sprang forward, or was it the depths ofdegeneracy? 
A black-clothed fox stood there, fur raised on its neck, tongue 
hanging out. Salivating, crouched in the reeds, it stared at 
suspicious prey... (43) 
As an educated man, it is not unusual that Zhang has to struggle between 
satisfying his desire or following the moral instruction. He has to think 
about if it is right or wrong. However, more than having just a struggle 
between being good and bad, the strangest thing is that he is "conscious of 
terror" and has "a feeling of impending catastrophe" at the moment (43). 
He suspects that it is a trap in front ofhim. The trap Zhang is suspecting is 
not illuminated until eight years later in Huang's words: 
Eight years ago [during their first encounter] ... ha! If you 
Zhang] had tried anything that day, I [Huang] would have 
immediately tumed you over to Gang-leader Wang - let you 
taste a little more punishment! I was thinking of eaming merit 
points! (117) 
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Although what Huang says may only be words out of anger that cannot be 
taken seriously, it is really possible that a woman sexually tempts a man 
and reports to the official in order to prove her loyalty in the Cultural 
Revolution. It is only in such a totalitarian political environment, in which 
total submission is required and no privacy is tolerated, that this kind of 
shameful things can happen. In such an environment, Zhang's suspicion is 
reasonable. Hence, it is not only morality which checks Zhang's desire, 
but also the totalitarian political authority which makes him indecisive. 
Actually, his "habitual restraint" has then got control of him and he is 
finally urged to leave by a sharp sound ofawhistle (44) which represents 
the authority. In psychoanalytic terms, Zhang's superego is formed under 
the great influence of political totalitarianism. Only by taking into account 
this great influence of political totalitarianism, which is revealed by the 
moment of indecision, can Zhang's situation and his painful search of 
identity be fully understood. 
What a totalitarian political power needs are not people with 
individuality and an independent mind, but people who have no individual 
identity and are totally submissive. The function of a labour reform camp 
is to change the potential dissidents into a submissive mass the authority 
needs. When watching some other prisoners marching into the camp one 
day, Zhang observes: 
Appallingly, it had branded each with a new identity. The 
lines of the labour camps were stamped on every face. You 
could not say they looked ill, for at the busy season the food 
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was not bad. Still, each one was marked with desolation. 
From nose to mouth were "snake wrinkles," named for the 
so-called flying snakes entering their holes.... (29-30) 
The lines of the labour camps "snake wrinkles" represent the shared 
identity ofthe prisoners. They have no freedom in action, nor in thinking. 
They are all the same with no individuality. As Zhang concludes, 
As we [Zhang and his fellow-prisoners] watched, we realized 
the peculiar function of this black-clad delegation passing in 
front of us. Once you had been swallowed up by its ranks, 
"you" were gone. (30) 
The sense of individuality will totally be destroyed once one is put into the 
camp. As a basic biological distinction between people, the sexual 
difference is surely to be obliterated: 
....women prisoners wore the clothes of men. A baggy top 
like a cloth sack and a pair of pants stubbornly covered all 
that was specifically female. Sexless, these women had 
descended to a state even lower than ours. The term "woman" 
was used only by habit. They had no waists, no chests, no 
buttocks, as one after another their dark red faces passed 
by.... (34) 
Making people sexless is a strategy to take away the prisoners' 
individuality. 
As a prisoner who has been sent into the camp twice, Zhang knows 
very well the function and the nature of the camp. As an intellectual, 
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Zhang should be annoyed by the policy in the camp for it suffocates a 
person's creativity by molding his personality. However, being frustrated 
by his unchangeable situation, Zhang commits himself in adapting to the 
absurd political environment. Being able to grasp the rules in the camp 
fully, he wins the trust from the officials and is in charge of sixty-four men 
in the Main Brigade (7). Instead of fighting against the authority for the 
unreasonable imprisonment, he identifies himself totally with the labour 
brigade. He thinks that he belongs to no other place but only to the labour 
brigade in the whole world (6). Wang, the gang leader who represents the 
authority, is seen as a protector rather than a suppresser. Zhang even finds 
‘‘a kind of familial acceptance" in Wang's words (8). 
His submission to the labour camp is strengthened by the rationality 
he observed in it. Comparing the Outside with the Inside, he finds that the 
Inside is actually a heaven: 
On the Outside, a person of dubious political leanings is 
shunned. He is an outcast who cannot be trusted. Those who 
have committed some moral offence, on the other hand, are 
considered merely unfortunate: they suffer only from 
"internal contradictions". On the Inside, things are different, 
the values, concepts, the very way of thinking held so 
tenaciously by a labour gangs is at odds with the rest of 
China. It is because of this that the life of a prisoner offers 
certain insights, and also certain rewards. Within a labour 
gang it is the political prisoner who is trusted, although 
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admittedly the trust comes in limited ways. "Criminal" - or 
moral degenerates - receive very different treatment. A 
labour camp is a kind of independent kingdom, set up with all 
— the necessary occupations oflife. As a result, the principle of 
using a man's skills to the utmost is practised like a religion: 
whatever a man can do，he will soon find he has been 
appointed to do. If a doctor enters who used to clean latrines 
on the Outside, he is soon Chief Intemist，treating patients. 
With the Outside as it is, a gang labour camp is the more 
rational place. (7) 
Seeing the chaos on the Outside, he is satisfied with the relative rationality 
in the camp. It becomes a hiding place from the political storm for him. 
Feeling futile of doing anything, he gives up his identity as an intellectual. 
He identifies himself as a prisoner and accepts the values in the labour 
camp. He thinks, 
"Reform through labour" was our assigned occupation, and 
that is what we did. If you did it better, you got special 
treatment. You got the distinction of being allowed to 
manage others, being allowed to shit on others rather that 
being shat on. You got "trust," and the title of"free prisoner." 
And when the day was done and you marched back in the 
ranks to the “big ladle,，，you didn't get one, you got two. (10) 
He accepts the assigned occupation and wins his superiority by carrying 
out his duty wholeheartedly. He finds satisfaction only in labouring (11) 
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but no longer in thinking as an intellectual supposed to. He justifies this 
satisfaction by claiming that labouring can bring back the primitive 
instinct in people's unconscious. He argues: 
- Work creates man, bringing out an instinct long ago 
submerged in advanced culture. It takes man back to that 
primitive state when he gloried in the process ofcreation: the 
feeling that he was emerging and changing, that his essence 
was being enriched. (10) 
Except for labouring, another primitive pleasure he enjoys is eating. 
He even compares it with religious pleasure: 
To a prisoner, eating is akin to praying. As with a Believer, it 
takes total concentration. He who bothers a man when he's 
eating sees a criminal with bloodstained eyes, faces the snarl 
of a wolf, the bared teeth and waming growl of an animal 
hunkered over his meal. (37) 
If the moment of pleasure is disturbed, the prisoner reacts like an animal. 
Actually, the environment in the camp reduces people into animals and 
limits their satisfaction in the most basic and fundamental needs. Pursuit 
on a higher level such as "love" is impossible. As Zhang says, 
Pure love, the fear and trembling of first love, the fragrance, 
the illusion of romance, where were they now? Eradicated by 
prison clothes. Eradicated by lining up, yelling out a number, 
being counted marching to work. Snuffed out by bitter 
struggle. (26) 
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The lack of individuality, the highly disciplinary life, and the extremely 
hard work have ruled out any spiritual aspiration in the camp. 
The physical needs of an animal were what remained. What 
- frightened me [Zhang] was not that around us there were no 
women to love, but that if put to the test I could not have 
found love left in me. My emotions had grown as coarse as 
my skin. There was as much gentleness in my eyes as in an 
eagle's stare. Sex is, after all, a native talent: with the loss of 
love we returned to the physical. (26) 
Although being regretful for the foregone sensibility, Zhang indulges 
himselfin sexual phantasy. When reminded by the Buddhist teaching that 
the she-devil can destroy a man's mind, take away his morality, education 
and intelligence, Zhang responds in a radical way, 
What the hell, though, here I was doing hard labour! They 
had branded me a "class enemy" ten years ago, and I was now 
in the labour camps for the third time. They're the ones with a 
death-hold on me, not some she-devil. Buddhism talks about 
the "etemal successions of life and death." I didn't seem to 
have even one chance to be rebom. Morality seemed oflittle 
use to me. (25) 
The Buddhist ideas cannot explain what has happened to him. Seeing them 
as useless in changing his situation, he abandons the teachings he has 
leamt for they become only a burden. However, he is still unable to enjoy 
his phantasy fully, for he has no real sexual experience: 
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In my [Zhang's] dreams were women, yet not women but 
Woman: something fuzzy and ungraspable. I envied the 
farmers sleeping around me in the hut, since early marriage 
- was the custom in this region. This year I would be thirty-one, 
yet in my whole life I had never truly known a woman. The 
others had had the full experience. In their dreams they could 
review the entire process of knowing the opposite sex. 
Throwing off the chains of their imprisonment, they could 
reach extreme pleasure in the escape of dreams. But I knew 
only abstractions. I saw the colours of Picasso in his later 
period, moving uncertainly in a cloud of smoke. This, I tried 
to persuade myself, this was Woman! (27) 
Actually, Zhang is far from having a concrete concept of woman. This 
helps him to get rid ofhis individuality. In psychoanalytic terms, Zhang is 
still in the sexually undifferentiated stage of the infant, without clear 
concepts of "man" and "woman" (as well as "father" and "mother"). 
Without knowing what "woman" means, he can never know himself 
"sexually" (Tam 58). Zhang has no sexual identity nor individual identity. 
Nevertheless, this is not painful to him since getting rid of his 
individuality is his psychological defense mechanism in this period. He 
has to reduce himself to be like an animal which finds satisfaction only in 
primitive pleasure. Committing to the rules of the labour reform camp, he 
successfully gives up his original identity of being an intellectual. He no 
longer takes thinking as his duty. He has killed his desire to create a new 
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society different from the status quo. With no hope to do anything useful, 
Zhang takes a passive strategy so as to adapt himself to what the authority 
requires. He can then lead a psychological peaceful life and avoid the 
painful struggle of an intellectual in such an absurd political environment. 
However, Zhang's psychological peaceful state is broken by his 
first encounter with Huang, in which he first sees a real naked female 
body. The scene is very clear in Zhang's memory: 
She [Huang] was bathing. 
Not daring to go into the middle of the water, she stood on a 
clump of grass near the bank of the far side. With cupped 
hands, she teased the water up over her body, splashing her 
neck, her shoulders, her waist, her hips, her stomach. Her 
body was lithe and firm. From between the two walls of 
green, the sun shone straight on her, making her wet skin 
shine like stretched silk. To a man, that skin was exceedingly 
touchable - especially her breast, shining with a wet lustre, 
moving as her body moved. Two delectable shadows curved 
under those breasts. (41) 
Although he has finally repressed his desire and doesn't really do 
anything, a dramatic psychological change has taken place in him. The 
very clear sight of a real woman makes his concept of a woman concrete. 
The male desire to possess Huang and the emotion to protect her are 
aroused (43). The effects remain extremely strong even until years later. 
Zhang says, 
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I [Zhang] did however remember her [Huang], and every 
time I did I would doubt ifit had really happened. Did I in fact 
have such a magical moment in my life? My heart had 
- hardened from lack of lubrication, yet that sight of her had 
left an indelible mark. To this day, I was moved by that 
image, the beautiful lines of a naked body. It had excited me 
countless times, aroused a lust in me, made me realize that 
despite my outer husk of prison black, or blue, or now, 
labouring green, I was still a man inside. Although we were 
living in a society that strangled individuality, at least I 
maintained the distinction of sex. (68) 
Zhang's first encounter with Huang creates a sexual awakening in him. 
The sexual distinction becomes the seed ofa search of individual identity, 
which triggers a painful psychological struggle in his life. He no longer 
sees himself as merely one of the prisoners. His self-image is transformed. 
The new self-image makes Zhang see the world differently. He 
perceives the people around himselfin a different way. In the first period 
ofthe story, Zhang has given no name to his fellow-prisoners. They have 
no personal characteristics and are described only in collective terms. 
When it comes to the second period in the state farm, Zhang is able to 
mention the people around him one by one with names such as Old Lady 
Ma (馬老婆子)，Zhou Ruicheng (周瑞成)，Dumbo (卩亞子)，and Luo 
Zongqi (羅宗視)，individual names which denote individuality. Not only 
do the people have their own characteristics, they also have their own 
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personal backgrounds. They are now independent figures who have their 
own stories. The way they are remembered reflects the way Zhang sees 
himself. The stories behind these independent people reflect a new aspect 
of Zhang's internal world. 
Zhou Ruicheng lives in the same house with Zhang in the state farm 
before Zhang gets married. He is the "surplus material" from the prison 
(70). He has been working in town as the head of the supply group for the 
"Agricultural Construction Division" until a year many people are needed 
“to fill the jail." The prison is later emptied, all the “cow demons and 
snake spirits" go back home, some to their units, others to official 
positions, but Zhou is not set free for his status is still unclear. Although he 
has been writing letters of appeal and has "done meritorious deeds" by 
putting together information to accuse people who have been in the KMT 
uprising, he has never been "rehabilitated." The reason is that one of the 
rebel KMT officers on whom he has "provided information" has returned 
to a position of authority is now blocking Zhou's appeal (71-72). In 
Zhou's story, Zhang's political awareness is revealed by his implicit 
criticism on the absurd political environment. He explains that it is 
because "the prison needed to be filled" that Zhou is sent into the prison 
(70)，not because he has done anything illegal. The reason is unreasonable 
but it reflects the real situation in China. On the other hand, Zhou's appeal 
letters have never had any response from the authority for it is blocked by 
a powerful person (72). It also shows that once one is in political power, he 
is able to control another person's fate. 
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Old Lady Ma is another person whose fate is controlled by a 
powerful person. She has been sold into a Shandong household as a 
childbride at the age of eight. When Liberation comes, she has been 
working there for eight years. In the chaos, her husband disappears and no 
one ever sees him again. At that time, the Chairman of the “Poor Farmer 
Committee" notices her and asks her to marry him. However, Old Lady 
Ma refuses him and makes him vindictive. During the Great Leap 
Forward, he finds a chance and "hats" her with the title "Landlord 
Element." Old Lady Ma flees the province with a "Wanted Circular" 
pursuing her. She is finally caught during the “Socialist Education 
Movement" and is branded "Refugee Landlord" and sentenced. She is still 
considered a "Landlord Element" now so she wants to write an appeal to 
have this "hat" taken off her head. However, she leams that the “Poor 
Farmer Committee" Chairman is now the Party Secretary of her old 
commune, so her appeal has no hope to be successful (73). She is another 
victim in the absurd political environment in which personal grudge is 
revenged in political movements by the powerful people. Zhang's 
sympathy with her reflects a sense of dissatisfaction growing in him. He 
cannot remain indifferent to the inequality in society. 
Since being in power is so important in the political arena, the 
power struggles between the officials are drastic. The influence is so far-
flung that everyone is involved. As Luo Zongqi points out: there is no 
audience in China, but all are actors (84). Actually, Luo's life is an 
epitome ofthe politics in the contemporary China. Although he is now in 
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power, he has been criticized in 1942 in Yenan. After that, he is accused of 
shielding the "rightists" in 1957. By 1959, he is labeled a "right-leaning 
opportunist." In 1966, he is swept into jail together with those in the 
"Liu-Deng Capitalist Headquarters" (84). Most ofhis energy is wasted in 
the political movements. Even now, he has to struggle with the Party 
Secretary who believes that the wealth of socialism is in its national 
collectives and anything produced by an individual belongs to stinking 
capitalism which should be destroyed (82-83). People like Luo who wants 
to work on practical issues have to confront with ideological obstruction. 
The ups and downs of Luo show the instability in the political arena. 
Although he is now the head of the troop in the state farm, he has been in 
prison with Zhang. The friendship between them reflects Zhang's 
approval of Luo's practical political stand which initiates the political 
ambition and aspiration in Zhang. 
As pointed out by Zhang, the ideology which upholds collectivism 
ignores the raw, honest and selfish desire of "living a good life" which 
exists in the heart and mind of a very normal man (66). The story of 
Dumbo is a confirmation ofthis argument. Dumbo once has picked a great 
amount ofmoney in a wilderness when he is driving the sheep, but he has 
to retum them to the officials for he is so frightened. Suffering from a 
regret of losing an opportunity to improve his living conditions, he got a 
mental illness and is later unable to speak. Despite his confession that he 
retums the moneyjust because he doesn't dare to keep them, he is boasted 
as a "Model Soldier" in the "Agriculture and Reclamation System" of the 
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province by the propaganda officials (64-66). The selfish desire ofDumbo 
is ignored. In order to produce an illusory hero for the ideology, the 
officials lie. The story reflects the untruthfulness behind the political 
slogans. It also reflects Zhang's practical concem of the improvement of 
the individuals' living conditions, which acts against the authoritative 
ideas of collectivism. Zhang is becoming a deviationist who doesn't 
follow the authority's dogma. 
All these stories recounted by Zhang implicitly criticize the 
absurdity on the political stage. They also show Zhang's dissatisfaction of 
the status quo. He even has a sense ofpolitical ambition in changing the 
political environment. His discussion with Luo on political theories 
indicates a retum of intellectual qualities in him (86). The individual 
identity ofbeing a creative intellectual is coming back to him. He is now 
different from the submissive Zhang who takes shelter in the labour 
reform camp. 
Interestingly, after the theoretical discussion, Zhang is suggested by 
Luo to get married in order to have a home in which he can secretly have 
his theories written down systematically (87). The act of writing which is 
the symbol of the socio-political identity of being an intellectual and the 
act of marrying which is the symbol of sexual identity ofbeing a man are 
again closely related. Taking Luo's suggestion into consideration, Zhang 
now has a hope of improving his situation by getting married and 
contributing to the political reform which changes his attitude to life he 
has in the labour reform camp. 
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However, Zhang's new attitude to life is challenged by the 
instability in the political arena and his revitalizing individual identity is 
very fragile for it has been suppressed for a long time. This fragility of 
individual identity is reflected in his very weak sexual identity which 
results in his passivity in his marital life. Not only does Huang take care of 
all the household affairs, she also plays a leading role in their sexual life 
(112). Zhang's very weak sense of sexual identity makes him conceive 
Huang as an intruder ofhis life. From the experience in their marital life, 
he senses the great influence ofawoman. He speculates: 
She [Huang] was able to leave all those things on anything 
she touched. Even if she herself was somewhere else, those 
things carried on her charm, gave them a magic power that 
had the ability to surround a man. She was ubiquitous, in 
every object of our room....The world she had created was 
engulfing me，so that I had the feeling of losing my identity. 
She had cut into me, just as we had sawn through the wooden 
door. Slicing straight down the middle, she had cut away my 
past. (109) 
Since his individual identity is very fragile, he feels that it is threatened. 
Huang is not like the woman in his imagination who is controlled by him 
and does whatever he tells her to (99). On the contrary, he himself is the 
one being controlled. His sense of being dominated and his anxiety of 
losing his individuality form in him a picture of contradiction between 
woman and man, between Huang and himself. He thinks: 
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The first struggle of mankind was not between man and man, 
or man and beast. The first earliest struggle was that between 
man and woman. It was a struggle that was unceasing and that 
still continued. It demanded not only strength, but a vital 
spirit, using emotions and some innate artistic sense in its 
struggle to find balance, to reach unity and harmony, to 
achieve wholeness while maintaining its own separate self. 
(112) 
Since his individual creativity has been suppressed for a long time, he has 
a lack ofthe "vital spirit" needed in the struggle (112). He is doomed to 
losing the battle. As he concludes: “In this struggle, I had failed. I had also 
lost my individuality and my independence" (112). Without individuality 
and independence, he fails to be a man. His identity ofbeing a husband is 
psychologically reduced to being a son. He is not a real man, but a child. 
To him, Huang is not a wife but a mother. He no longer possesses the 
power to conquer woman. He is sexually impotent: 
Every night she tossed and tumed in the bed besides me. Like 
a wild animal who has been loosed into the arena, she was 
waiting for me to make a move. Proud and contentious, she 
waited for me to try to conquer her. On that first night, 
however, I realized that I no longer had the power. (114) 
What needed to be noted is that his impotence is not merely physical. His 
sexual impotence actually originates from the sexual repression that has its 
social and political roots (Tam 63). The socio-political suppression on 
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mentaHy traumatized althougfi He hasn't been physically castrated. Like 
the piebald horse, he ends up having his life in other people's hands. He is 
forced to allow others to order him about, to beat him, to control him, and 
to ride him (123). The purposes of the castration done on an intellectual is 
like the one done on a horse: it is to remove his free will and his creative 
force and to make him tractable (125). This psychological wound has 
settled into Zhang's brain, nerves and every centre ofh is being (122). 
Since one particular system runs into problems, it is bound to affect others 
(122). Zhang's spiritual deficiency leads to his sexual impotence. 
Being unable to be a "real man,，，Zhang feels shameful, guilty and 
frustrated (112). Taking the failure of the marital life as his own 
responsibility, he asks for a divorce to set Huang free (128). He also tries 
to perform a husband's duty to comfort Huang and to please her in various 
ways as compensation: 
I should move to comfort her, should stroke her and caress 
her, take her to my chest and hold her tightly. I should do 
everything to make her happy. But I was no longer able to do 
any of those things. Twice before when she was crying I had 
tried to hold her. Each time, she forcefully pushed me away 
and told me to leave her alone. "You're only making things 
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worse," she said, with red face and large wet eyes. I 
understood that I was not to touch her again. (130) 
However, what he has done can only irritate Huang. Being unable to make 
the situation better and being refused to offer any help, Zhang is deprived 
ofall the rights a husband should have. He is not even allowed to touch his 
wife. His self-image is reduced to the lowest form, as he says: “I was to 
stay to one side, to hide in the comers if possible. It would be best if I 
could become a mouse" (137). While Zhang's self-image is diminishing, 
Huang's image is inflating in the family, 
She [Huang] had slowly expanded, in our so-called "home," 
until she filled all the empty space. She had taken over the 
store-rooms until there was no room for me. Before, when I 
lived in the bachelor dormitory, I had still felt that my space 
was my own. It was small, but mentally I had felt there were 
no bounds. Now, our space was larger, but my mental space 
had shrunk. I knew now what people meant when they said 
their minds were being suffocated. (130) 
Although he finds Huang oppressive, he can only passively accept it for he 
thinks that he himself is responsible for the unhappy marriage. He is the 
one who fails to perform his duty. His sense of inferiority in front of 
Huang makes him unable to resist her expansion. However, Zhang is not 
insensitive to what is happening to himself like when he is still in the 
labour reform camp. Since a sense ofindividual identity has already been 
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aroused, the erosion of his self-image causes a great pain which takes 
away his pleasure in solitude and permeates in everything he perceives: 
I felt inferior to her. This ruined my sense of well-being, and I 
- asked myself if happiness really were only a matter of eating 
well and sleeping in a better place. I had even lost the 
contentment that I had found in solitude. The old sight were 
still there - the setting sun at dusk, the clouds on distant 
peaks, the wise old ram with his curls ruffled in the breeze, 
the dust that took so long to settle on the road, stirred up by 
patient animals whose hides were scarred by the shafts of 
carts and the whips ofdrivers. They composed a slow andante 
now, as their measured pace brought me a new and aching 
hurt.(114) 
This psychological pain is so tormenting that he even thinks of committing 
suicide (131). 
His pain, however, is caused not by the fact that he is castrated like 
the piebald horse. Ifhe is so, he will lead a peaceful life that he has had in 
the labour reform camp, for he is unable to feel anything. His pain is 
actually caused by the fact that he is like a not-properly-castrated horse, 
which has lost its ability but retained the desire and is driven mad by its 
own body's contradictions (124). The sexual awakening in Zhang arouses 
a sense ofindividual identity in him. He then has a hope to lead a better life 
and wants to get married. He even has a sense of political awareness now. 
It is in the contradiction of this vitalizing identity and his inability to do 
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anything that he suffers a painful struggle. Neither is he able to change the 
political environment, nor can he be a real husband in his marital life. One 
of the ways for Zhang to get rid of this torture is to follow the piebald 
horse's suggestion: to snuff out the desire of creating, to know his place 
and abide by the rules the authority sets (124-25), that is, to abandon the 
revitalizing individual identity again and become a “properly castrated 
man," giving up the hope to change and the desire to have a better life. 
However, the regressive solution suggested by the piebald horse is 
not adopted by Zhang for the new situation in the sate farm has facilitated 
Zhang to take a progressive solution by working through the Oedipus 
Complex. When Zhang is still in the labour reform camp, he has no 
concrete concept of a woman, nor has he got a real sense of a mother. 
Although the gang leader Wang is a potential father figure, he is seen as a 
protector who doesn't exert any real threat on Zhang. Without a mother for 
them to fight for，there is no tension between Zhang and Wang. Without 
the force initiated byjealousy and hatred, Zhang remains passive and has 
no desire to change his situation. After the sexual awakening, Zhang has 
got a drastic psychological change. His concept of a woman is concretized 
by the first encounter with Huang. When Huang's image grows bigger and 
bigger after they have married, her role of a mother becomes clearer and 
clearer. On the other hand, the authoritative figure Cao Xueyi is now seen 
as a competitor. Zhang's hostility toward him is shown in the scene Cao 
replaces Zhang to plant the posts with Huang during their second 
encounter (58-59), in which "the posts" subtly serve as phallic symbols 
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that are being planted into "mother earth," the mother figure in which 
Huang appears to the unconscious of Zhang at that moment (Tam 60-61). 
A father-mother-son relation formed by Cao, Huang and Zhang is 
constructed in Zhang's mental picture. 
The significant effects of the competing father figure Cao on 
Zhang's psychological development is more obviously revealed after the 
discovery of the extramarital affair between Huang and Cao. Before this 
event occurs, Zhang takes the responsibility for the failure of their 
marriage for he sees his sexual weakness as the core ofthe problem. Even 
though he finds Huang oppressive, he has to tolerate her. He has no choice 
but to suffer from the painful erosion of his fragile individual identity. 
Even when he discovers the affair, he still keeps silent and justifies his 
cowardice by the teachings of wise men such as Song Jiang, Zhuangzi, and 
Othello. (140-45). He convinces himself by the imaginary suggestion of 
Marx: 
I [Marx] believe you [Zhang] should first consider things 
from her [Huang's] point of view. You should start by 
treating her with an attitude of equality and respect....I just 
want to point out that you and she are man and wife. But you, 
Zhang Yonglin，are not able to meet the obligations of a 
husband. So what right do you have to keep her from 
temporary happiness? You feel that pardoning her is a great 
act of generosity. In Fact, you have no authority even to 
pardon her.... (145) 
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Although Zhang's action seems to be checked by Marx's reasonable 
suggestion, his inaction is actually caused by cowardice (170). After the 
discovery, the competing father figure Cao becomes a hovering shadow 
which-fills Zhang's mind with anger, jealousy and hatred. Zhang cannot 
help but to imagine the secret doing Cao and his wife have done in his 
house: 
Since I had chance on that incident, the room seemed 
permeated with Cao Xueyi. His smell, his shadow were 
everywhere. Right there, they must have...was it on this side 
of the bed, or that side? Surely they wouldn't have used the 
side I sleep on. I imagined their every move: this is how he 
came into the house, she greeted him thus, they embraced like 
so and then went into the inner room. Who actually reached 
out a hand to put out the light? How exactly did they roll on 
the bed? I knew that her every action was practised, including 
the moaning and the little sounds. Had she played the scene 
out well in the arms of Cao Xueyi? (150) 
Seeing his role of a husband being totally replaced by Cao, Zhang sees 
himself as a victim. The guilty and shameful feelings grown from his 
sexual impotence change into anger. The intrusion of the patriarchal figure 
changes his attitude to the mother. Instead oftrying to comfort Huang, he 
now uses satiric words to hurt her (158). The attitude of equality and 
respect suggested by Marx (145) is totally forgotten. He can only consider 
Huang as an immoral adulteress who uses him as a screen for her adultery 
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(156). Blaming Cao for the failure ofhis marriage, Zhang becomes an 
angry man waiting for revenge. Perceiving Cao as a father who takes away 
his mother, Zhang has an Oedipal urge to defeat his rival. Inside Zhang 
now is^an aggressive force waiting for an opportunity to be let off. 
The aggressive force initiated by the Oedipal urge within Zhang 
finally finds its way out in the crisis of a disastrous flood. During the 
emergency, the customary hierarchy has broken down. Whoever capable 
is given authority over others. Distinction among Troop Leaders, 
Secretary and ordinary workers has disappeared (172-73). It is in such a 
situation that Zhang is able to rebel against Cao and assert himselfbefore 
authority. He is the hero who saves the state farm. He is even able to issue 
a command to the Party Secretary. He has symbolically changed the power 
relations between him, the subordinate, and Cao, the superior. He has 
succeeded in overcoming the authority through self-assertion (Tam 64-
65). 
Zhang's self-assertion gains him another drastic psychological 
change in his life. He is now an individual who is able to do something 
independent of the authority. His self-initiated action frees him from being 
a totally submissive person. He is not emasculated now. This recovery 
from spiritual impotence leads also to the recovery of sexual impotence. 
When he goes home that night after the heroic event, he becomes a “real 
man" again (167). This real man re-obtains his individual identity of an 
intellectual who has a desire to change the existing environment and create 
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an ideal world of his own. He has now a socio-political ambition which 
makes him see a home as a constraint: 
This was home - this was the kind of warmth every man 
- needed. What man had created soon wrapped around him and 
tied him down, however. This fire in the stove, these pots and 
pans, these two small rooms, were all given to me to enjoy, 
but I had paid the price of freedom for them. (195) 
In order to regain his freedom, he decides to divorce Huang and leave the 
state farm. He is now psychologically ready to carry out his duty as an 
intellectual and meet the challenges in the outside world. His departure 
reflects his maturity as a free and independent man who has traveled a long 
way from his passive and submissive life in the labour reform camp to 
become an active person in search of himself as a meaningful and 
complete social being (Tam 68-69). In this painftil mentaljoumey, Huang 
plays a crucial role as to arouse the sexual awakening in Zhang. 
Nevertheless, the competing patriarchal figure Cao is also necessary. 
Without Cao's challenge, Zhang will not have that Oedipal hostility which 
urges him to assert himself before the authority. Without the working 
through of the Oedipus complex, Zhang will always remain being a child 
and never really grow up. Although Zhang's future is full of uncertainties 
at the end ofthe story, it is certain that he has become a real man. 
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Chapter Three 
From a Self of Being to a Self of Nothingness: 
The French Lieutenant's Woman 
The French Lieutenant's Woman by John Fowles is well-known for 
its meta-fictional elements and multiple endings. As suggested by the title, 
the female protagonist Sarah is the central figure ofthe novel. She is much 
discussed for her mysterious behaviour in other studies. However, the 
focus of this study is on the male protagonist Charles, for he is also an 
indecisive hero whose experience can shed light on an understanding of 
how an individual's self-image changes in a particular historical period. 
Basically, the story is read as Charles's search for identity in a caste 
society as a response to the challenges in the Victorian Age. 
Like Zhang Yonglin's case in Half of Man is Woman, the changes 
in the love affairs of the male protagonist Charles are also good indicators 
ofthe changes in his mentaljoumey. The female protagonist Sarah plays a 
crucial role in Charles's self-formation. The tuming points in their 
relationship are also the tuming points in Charles's search for identity. 
However, the structure of The French Lieutenant 's Woman is more 
complicated for it has different endings in which their relationship 
develops differently. The novel suggests different possible directions in 
Charles's mentaljoumey. 
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According to Charles Scruggs, there are altogether three endings in 
the novel. In addition to the two endings that actually conclude the novel, 
there is an imaginary ending which culminates in the marriage ofCharles 
and Emestina, a merchant's daughter who is betrothed to Charles. It is 
something Charles imagines, a scenario that he constructs in his mind as 
he sleeps in a coach traveling from London to Exeter before he meets 
Sarah again after she has left Lyme Regis (Scruggs 95). In this story with 
the imaginary ending, Charles successfully controls his affection toward 
Sarah and goes back to Lyme Regis without meeting Sarah in Exeter. No 
deeper relationship is developed between them and Charles remains a 
conventional man until the end of his life. However, according to the 
stories with the two concluding endings, Charles does meet Sarah again in 
Exeter and he falls in love with Sarah totally. He even decides to break his 
promise to marry Emestina and plans to go away with Sarah. This decision 
is a tuming point ofhis life for his action is denounced by society and he 
himselfbecomes an outcast like Sarah. He has obtained a new identity by 
committing himself to the love affair with Sarah. Although Charles's 
reunion with Sarah in the first concluding ending has terminated his 
further development in his self-formation, he keeps on changing in the 
story with the second concluding ending, in which Charles finally leaves 
Sarah and opens up a new beginning in his life with a new understanding 
ofhimself. 
In one sense, the novel can be read as three different stories of 
Charles with different lengths. The one with the imaginary ending is the 
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shortest, and the one with the second concluding ending is the longest. 
Each longer story is an extension of the shorter one and the changes in the 
plot in the longer stories make possible a further development ofCharles's 
self-formation. For example, Charles's decision to meet Sarah in Exeter 
again in the two stories with concluding endings makes possible a further 
development of their relationship which leads to a change in Charles's 
identity. Replacing the reunion in the first concluding ending, the 
separation of Charles and Sarah in the second concluding ending make 
possible another further development of Charles's self-formation. The 
shorter is the story, the fewer changes occur in Charles's self-
understanding and the less development proceeds in his self-formation. 
Conversely, the longest story has included all the processes of self-
formation which occur in other stories. With clear illustrations of the 
points of deviations in the plots, a study based on the longest story can 
result in an understanding of all the stories. Therefore, the analysis in this 
study is based on the story with the second concluding ending. 
The longest story of Charles which has included all the processes of 
self-formation in other stories is the one with the second concluding 
ending. It can be divided into three periods marked by two significant 
incidents which symbolize changes in his self-formation. The first 
incident is his separation with Emestina, and the second incident is his 
separation with Sarah. Each separation represents a break-away from the 
past and a beginning ofanew identity. In the first period, Charles appears 
as a conventional man who identifies himself firmly as a gentleman. He 
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uses this fixed identity as an anchor to stabilize himself psychologically 
since he has to face the challenges of the age which create very strong 
splitting effects in him. In the second period, Charles gives up his original 
identity as a gentleman and becomes an outcast by committing himselfin 
his relationship with Sarah. His new identity brings him freedom to do 
what he likes to and enables him to find his true self. In the third period, 
the separation from Sarah creates a psychological rebirth in Charles. He 
becomes psychologically a new bom child who has to leam everything 
from the very beginning. Having all the past experience unloaded, Charles 
has obtained an identity with unlimited possibilities. In each later period, 
Charles gets more freedom and he has a more fluid identity. He has 
traveled from a self of "being" a gentleman to a self of "nothingness." 
Starting from an examination of the indecision episodes in his experience, 
this study tries to find out how and why his transformation takes place. 
There are two indecision episodes in Charles's story. The first one is 
when he first encounters Sarah in the Ware Commons, and the second one 
is when he has to choose between Sarah and Emestina after he has met 
Sarah in Exeter. The first close encounter of Charles and Sarah takes place 
in a secret place in the Ware Commons when Sarah is sleeping alone there. 
Charles comes across Sarah when he is climbing the path from the shore at 
Pinnay Bay to Ware Commons. Charles's response when he discovers a 
sleeping woman suddenly is described in detail: 
Charles's immediate instinct had been to draw back out of the 
woman's view. He did not see who she was. He stood at a 
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loss, looking at but not seeing the fine landscape the place 
commanded. He hesitated, he was about to withdraw; but 
then his curiosity drew him forward again. (52) 
According to the Victorian convention, Charles is supposed to leave 
immediately when he finds a woman in such a situation. His immediate 
response of drawing back to avoid being seen is actually an action 
reflecting the convention. However, he is made indecisive for the curiosity 
from within himselfhas drawn him forward again. He is even attracted by 
the woman and moves to a place to see her face (52). This “inapt,，action 
reflects a victory of his desire over the conventional propriety. 
Discovering that it is "the French Lieutenant's Woman" and seeing her 
face clearly, Charles is tranced by the encounter and stands unable to do 
anything (52-53). When his presence is noticed by Sarah, he still remains 
inactive for several seconds before he comes to “his sense of what is 
proper" and walks away (53). Although Charles finally follows the 
convention, the delay of decision reflects an internal contradiction 
between his personal desire and the Victorian convention. As suggested 
by the narrator, "in those brief poised seconds above the waiting sea, in 
that luminous evening silence broken only by the waves' quiet wash, the 
whole Victorian Age was lost" (53). Although the several seconds of 
indecision is temporally very short, it is very significant for it represents a 
failure ofan age's conventional control on an individual. It also shows that 
Charles's self is not unitary as he appears to be. When his curiosity is 
aroused, even the propriety he has practiced for almost his whole life fails 
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to keep him in the right place. His decent self is always under the attack of 
his primitive desire. 
Nevertheless, Charles is not a special case in the Victorian age. 
Having internal contradiction is actually the characteristic of the 
Victorians. Taking Tennyson, Clough, Arnold, Hardy, Mill, and 
Gladstone as examples, the narrator reiterates that schizophrenia is the 
mark ofthe era. It is an age constantly under the tension "between Liberty 
and Restraint, Excess and Moderation，Propriety and Conviction, between 
the principled man's cry for Universal Education and his terror of 
Universal Suffrage..." (275). Charles is no exception of his 
contemporaries. It is true that "[e]very Victorian had two minds; and 
Charles had at least that" (275). The split self of Charles is actually the 
embodiment of the characteristics of the age. 
Charles's multiple minds are most dramatically shown in the second 
indecision episode. His internal contradiction is depicted as a dialogue 
between his "better self，and his “worse self' (269). At that time, Charles 
has discovered that Sarah hasn't really "given herself (130) to the French 
Lieutenant Varguennes. Charles is bewildered by the fact that Sarah has 
deceived him, and he is confused by her mysterious intention (269). Most 
important of all, he is in a dilemma of choosing between Sarah and 
Emestina. If he chooses Sarah, he will break his promise to marry 
Emestina. Ifhe chooses Emestina, he will be very irresponsible to Sarah. 
Being no longer in love with Emestina, Charles is actually choosing 
between getting his true love to satisfy his personal desire and carrying out 
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his duty to satisfy the social expectation. The contradiction between his 
different selves is actually a contradiction between the id and the 
superego. Moreover, at this moment: 
He [Charles] felt caught in a dilemma that was also a current 
ofindecision: it was almost palpable, not passive but active, 
driving him forward into a future it, not he, would choose. 
(270) 
Not only does "the current of indecision" (270) show the contradiction 
between Charles's different selves, it acts even as a driving force which 
pushes him to make a decision. Psychologically speaking, the force is a 
result created by the painful feeling of self-contradiction. It drives Charles 
to choose either side in order to resolve the conflict. Making a decision is a 
defense mechanism to stop the psychological pain caused by the self-
contradiction. The decision forces Charles to abandon his past and brings 
him to the future, the second period ofhis self-formation (The changes of 
Charles's identity will be further discussed later). 
In both the first and second episodes of indecision, Charles's self-
contradictions are revealed in close relation to the historical context. The 
internal clashes can be read as conflicts between personal desire and the 
internalized Victorian convention. The historical traces are even more 
obviously shown in the self-interrogation in the second episode, in which 
the difference in social positions between Charles and Sarah is considered 
as a "noble cause" for the impossibility oftheir marriage (269). It reflects 
that the Victorian concept of class is the framework Charles sees other 
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people as well as himself. Less explicitly, the second indecision episode 
also shows Charles's specific attitude to religion as a Victorian scientist by 
setting the most important moment ofhis life in a church. His attitude is 
actually an inevitable result ofthe time. Understanding the Victorian Age 
is the key to understanding Charles. 
As rightly pointed out by Charles Scruggs, in The French 
Lieutenant's Woman, "Fowles does not show us a Victorian world that is 
stable but one that only looks stable. In 1867，the Victorian world that is at 
high tide but contains within it new energies and ideas that will tear it 
apart" (Scruggs 98). Not only is the age tom apart by the new ideas, but 
also are the people who live in this historical phase. That is why "every 
Victorian has two minds" (275). Their selves are split for it is a 
phenomenon of the age. As an individual living in the Victorian Age, 
Charles is also tom apart by the new ideas. His multiple selves are results 
not only of conflicts between desire and convention, but also of conflicts 
between old and new ideas. Being stimulated by the new ideas, he 
understands the world as well as himself differently. The changing self-
understanding leads to a search of new identity, which goes along with the 
evolution ofthe era. As noted by Scruggs, "...Fowles is interested in how 
the Victorian world evolved into the modem one and how his characters 
respond to the new currents in the air" (Scruggs 98). Seeing the characters' 
behaviour as responses to the new ideas, Scruggs takes the changes of 
thoughts as the key to understanding the characters. He himself has 
concisely highlighted the challenges exerted on the old ideas by the 
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pioneers of the age such as Darwin, Marx, and Freud in the following 
passage: 
Darwin has withdrawn the last rusty link in the decrepit 
Chain of Being, and Marx will soon inform his 
contemporaries that the apparently solid social structures of 
the Victorians are built on sand. Moreover, although 
Sigmund Freud will not embarrass the Victorians with his 
theories of the human psyche until the end of the century, 
enlightened men like Dr. Grogan [Charles's friend in the 
novel] are already skeptical of moral explanations for sexual 
behavior, deviant or otherwise. (Scruggs 98) 
Although not all the ideas of Darwin, Marx and Freud affect Charles 
directly in the novel, they do at least reflect the drastic changes Charles has 
to face. They also give hint in understanding the challenges confronting 
Charles in three spheres. These are respectively the spheres of religion, 
social system, and sexuality. 
In the Victorian age, the traditional religion is threatened by the 
newly acquired scientific knowledge. Identifying himself as a scientific 
young man (8) and calling himself a Darwinist (36), Charles is obviously a 
follower ofDarwin. He is greatly influenced by Darwin's new idea, which 
upsets the Linnaean idea of the ladder of nature that implies that a new 
species cannot enter the world (36). Charles's skeptical attitude to the 
established church is further strengthened by Lyell's new theory in 
geology, which hurls back the origin of the world to millions years ago and 
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challenges Archbishop Ussher's idea that the world was created at nine 
o'clock on October 26th，4004 B. C. (119). However, Charles doesn't 
become an atheist but a healthy agnostic. He manages to derive from 
existence a God he finds in Nature. Although he rarely goes to Sunday 
moming service on his own, he will go in company (10). Charles is very 
skeptical of the traditional ideas of religion, but he doesn't abandon the 
past totally. 
The traditional belief is surely challenged by the new scientific 
discoveries seriously, but it still lingers in people's mind. Since the 
Victorians do not have a vast edifice of government-administered welfare 
and aid for the poor like the fully organized charity in the modem world, 
they live very close to the cruelty of reality. Therefore, it is hard for the 
intelligent and sensitive to reject Christ as the universal symbol of 
compassion (268). As an individual living in the Victorian age, Charles is 
deeply imprinted with this mark of the age. That is why Christ becomes a 
projection of his "better self，in the self-interrogation during his second 
episode ofindecision (269). Actually, taking place in a church, the setting 
of this episode has a very significant meaning. It reflects clearly the 
ambiguous attitude to religion in Charles's mind. Despite the 
enlightenment he obtains through the new ideas, he is still bound with the 
old belief. Not only does the image of Christ remain influential in his 
thinking, his action of asking for a religious pardon for his selfishness, 
dishonour and unchastity through a prayer in a church also shows the 
non-scientific side ofhis self (267). 
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More thanjust clashing with the traditional belief, Charles's newly 
acquired knowledge also contradicts his emotion: 
...he [Charles] had never needed faith, he had quite happily 
leamed to do without it; and his reason, his knowledge of 
Lyell and Darwin, had told him he was right to do without its 
dogma. Yet here he was, not weeping for Sarah, but for his 
own inability to speak to God. (268) 
Although his reason has taught him to live without faith, he still 
emotionally weeps for his lack of communication with God. Scientific 
knowledge does give Charles a new vision of life, but it doesn't exclude 
other components in his personality. The scientific self, the religious self, 
and the emotional self coexist and make a whole in Charles. 
Charles is a pioneer ofhis age in terms of scientific knowledge, but 
he is a conservative in terms of the openness to the changes in the social 
structure. This probably is due to his personal background. Being an 
offspring of a baronet and expecting to heir his father's and uncle's 
wealth, Charles lives typically as a gentlemen who cannot imagine a world 
without servants (32). He is looked after by a manservant, a cook and two 
maids (10). His relationship with Sam, his man servant, is a typical one 
between a master and a servant, which shows a kind of affection and 
human bond. Unlike the relationship between the employer and employee 
in the modem capitalist world, Sam to Charles is not just a piece of 
machine but a companion who frequently amuses him (31-32). 
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Being on a high position of the social hierarchy, Charles benefits 
from the existing caste system. However, the privilege Charles enjoys is 
losing and the influence of his class in society is fading for the caste 
system is changing. A plutocratic stratification of society has begun by the 
mid-century. It has become generally accepted that "good money" and 
“good brain" can bring a person to a high social standing (32). "Good 
blood" is no longer the only factor to determine a person's social position. 
Actually, Sam is one of the "snobs" who strive to change their roles in 
society (31). His desire of climbing up the social ladder leads to his 
betrayal ofCharles which finally forces Charles to give up his status as a 
gentleman (308). The heavy blow struck on Charles by Sam is actually a 
dramatized challenge of a new class to the old one. 
Perhaps because there is a long distance between Charles and Sam 
in terms of the wealth they possess, Charles himself is not aware of the 
threat exerted by Sam. However, he is very sensible ofthe challenge made 
by Emestina's father Mr. Freeman, a new recruit to the upper middle class 
(209). Actually, Mr. Freeman is the person who requests Charles to give 
up his status ofbeing a gentleman in the story (308). Except for this direct 
and concrete action, Mr. Freeman also threatens Charles indirectly with 
his growing economic influence. He is actually a representative of his 
class and the history of his family is the epitome of the rise of the 
merchants. 
Mr. Freeman's father was just a well-to-do draper in Stoke 
Newington when he was young. Later he moved commercially into 
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Central London and founded one of the West End's great stores and 
extended his business into many departments beside drapery. When he 
died, he was a very rich man and his wealth was inherited by Mr. Freeman, 
who has received the best education that money can buy (58). Although 
Mr. Freeman's ancestors are not from the higher class, he tries to make 
himself"to seem in all ways a gentleman" (209). He is quite successful in 
the struggle ofraising his social position. He has married discreetly above 
him, a daughter of one of the London's most successful solicitors (58). 
Actually, the emergence of plutocratic stratification is the result ofthe rise 
ofhis class. 
The rise ofMr. Freeman's class is in great contrast with the fall of 
Charles's, and the contrast is dramatically presented in the story. When 
Charles finds that he has almost no hope to inherit his uncle's wealth, he 
knows that he will become financially dependent on Emestina's family. 
He will be in a displeasing position of inferiority (162). Although he 
hasn't been troubled by their social status, he finds it unacceptable to 
become an employee of Emestina's family (212-23). He affirms that 
commerce is also a gentleman's occupation, but he does so only out of 
propriety (213). When he is suggested by Mr. Freeman to go into his trade, 
he actually sees the offer as a temptation: 
Charles felt himself...like Jesus of Nazareth tempted by 
Satan. He too had had his days in the wilderness to make the 
proposition more tempting. But he was a gentleman; and 
gentlemen cannot go into trade... (214) 
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When Charles tells Mr. Freeman that his hesitation to go into trade is not 
due to social consideration (224)，he is not telling the truth. Deep in his 
heart, he finds the whole issue humiliating. His real feeling is described in 
his reflection later in the story: 
Trade. Commerce. And he [Charles] flushed, remembering 
what had been offered. He saw now it was an insult, a 
contempt for his class, that had prompted the suggestion. 
(218) 
Charles takes Mr. Freeman's invitation as a challenge from the rising 
class. The strong sense of his own class makes him hostile to Mr. 
Freeman's kind offer. Certainly, as analyzed by the narrator, there is one 
noble element in Charles's rejection: a sense that the pursuit ofmoney is 
an insufficient purpose in life (220). However, the traditional concept of 
class and the snobbism ofa gentleman do play very important roles in the 
refusal: 
To be sure there was something base in his rejection — a 
mere snobbism, a letting himselfbejudged and swayed by an 
audience of ancestors. There was something lazy in it; a fear 
of work, of routine, of concentration on detail. There was 
something cowardly in it, as well 一 for Charles, as you have 
probably noticed, was frightened by other human beings and 
especially by those below his own class. The idea ofbeing in 
contact with all those silhouetted shadows he saw thronging 
before the windows and passing in and out ofthe doors across 
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the street 一 it gave him a nausea. It was an impossibility. 
(220-21) 
The old selfofa gentleman in Charles has created in him the snobbism, the 
lazinerss, and the cowardice which make him unable to take part in 
commerce. His stubbornness is actually standing against “the vast 
pressures ofhis age" (221) since the change ofthe economic condition in 
society and the rise ofthe new class is making him to compromise. He is 
tom by the force which pushes him to abandon his old concept ofclass. If 
his old selfis not strong enough, he will finally accept Mr. Freeman's offer 
and follow the trend as indicated by the story with the imaginary ending. 
Even ifhe insists on refusing the offer as he has done in the stories with the 
concluding endings, he is still forced to give up his status of being a 
gentleman as a punishment ofbreaking the promise to marry Emestina. It 
seems to suggest that it is inevitable that the superfluous class of 
gentlemen is going to fade out in society. 
IfCharles is a pioneer ofhis age in terms of scientific knowledge, a 
conservative in terms ofhis attitude to the new social structure, he can be 
considered a model of his age in terms of his sexual behaviour. Like the 
other aspects oflife, the Victorian sexuality is split between two extremes. 
It was 
[an] age where woman was sacred; and where you could buy 
a thirteen-year-old girl for a few pounds 一 a few shillings, if 
you wanted her for only an hour or two. Where more 
churches were built than in the whole previous history of the 
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country; and where one in sixty houses in London was a 
brothel...Where the sanctity of marriage (and chastity before 
marriage) was proclaimed from every pulpit, in every 
newspaper editorial and public utterance; and where never — 
or hardly ever — have so many great public figures, from the 
future king down, led scandalous private lives.... (199) 
The contradicting characteristics of the age finds its manifestation in 
Charles. When Charles was young, he once announced that he wished to 
take Holy Order after he had "carnally possessed" a naked girl in London 
(10). His radical sway between camality and sanctity is not a coincidence. 
It is a reflection ofthe age in an individual. His relationship with Sarah is 
also multi-faceted: 
He [Charles] was at one and the same time Varguennes [The 
French Lieutenant] enjoying her and the man who sprang 
forward and struck him down; just as Sarah was to him both 
an innocent victim and a wild, abandoned woman. Deep in 
himselfhe forgave her her unchastity; and glimpsed the dark 
shadows where he might have enjoyed it himself. (131) 
On the one hand, Charles is the gentleman who rescues a pity govemess. 
On the other, he is the womanizer who takes advantage of an abandoned 
woman. Charles has a double self-image which projects to two different 
understandings of Sarah. His attitude to Sarah is ambiguous. That is why 
he pushes Sarah away immediately after he has kissed her for the first time 
(187). However, Charles's strong desire to possess Sarah is always 
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checked by the “Alarmed Propriety" (107) before their meeting in Exeter. 
He retreats in their first encounter in Ware Commons (53); he pushes 
Sarah away after their first kiss (187); and he suggests Sarah not to meet 
him alone again after she has agreed to leave Lyme Regis (138). Charles's 
embrace of the Victorian convention cannot be explained simply as an 
unreflected acceptance ofdoctrines. As suggested by the narrator: 
We may explain it [Charles's embrace of convention； 
biologically by Darwin's phrase: cryptic coloration, survival 
by learning to blend with one's surroundings 一 with the 
unquestioned assumptions of one's age or social caste. Or we 
can explain this flight to formality sociologically. When one 
was skating over so much thin ice — ubiquitous economic 
oppression, terror of sexuality, the flood of mechanistic 
science — the ability to close one's eyes to one's own absurd 
stiffness was essential. (107) 
It is because Charles has to confront with so many challenges ofthe age in 
different aspects of life such as the ubiquitous economic oppression, the 
terror of sexuality, and the flood of mechanistic science that he finds the 
world unstable and full of danger. As has been analyzed earlier, Charles is 
split into different selves to confront with the external world. He plays 
various roles such as the enlightened scientist, the religious confessor, the 
emotional believer, the stubborn gentleman, the cunning womanizer, and 
the kind savior of a sufferer. He is at the same time a pioneer, a 
conservative, and a representative of the age. When dealing with Sam, 
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Emestina, and Sarah at different times in one day, he can be almost three 
different men (107). In this constant shift of roles, a sense ofbeing lost and 
confusion ofidentity are created. To balance this confusion and to ease the 
pain bred, Charles has to grasp a stable identity. He chooses to be a 
gentleman and uses the Victorian convention to protect himself. It is a 
strategy to avoid psychological uneasiness. 
Although Charles finds the sense of security by embracing the 
convention, he is not unaware of what is happening in society, 
...he [Charles] sensed that the earlier self-responsibility of the 
century was tuming into self-importance: that what drove the 
new Britain was increasingly a desire to seem respectable, in 
place of the desire to do good for good's sake. (11) 
His sensitivity of the changes in the external world and the deficiencies in 
the existing system proves that he is not just a follower of the trend who 
has no thought of his own. More importantly, there is still a desire to be 
unique and a sense of dissatisfaction to the English society in him: 
It was a fixed article of Charles's creed that he was not like 
the great majority ofhis peers and contemporaries. That was 
why he had traveled so much; he found English society too 
hidebound, English solemnity too solemn, English thought 
too moralistic, English religion too bigoted. (95-96) 
On the one hand, he needs the convention and the identity of being a 
gentleman to safeguard his unstable self. On the other, he finds them 
limiting his possibilities. He feels sorry for this fact and sees himself as “a 
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brilliant man trapped, a Byron tamed" (96). This other side of Charles is 
repressed and well-covered by the conventional appearance until he 
encounters Sarah. 
- T h e relationship between Charles and Sarah is complex. Charles is 
attracted by Sarah not only because he can "enjoy" her as a woman (131)， 
but also because she is different from other ordinary Victorians. She is the 
one who can see through his appearance and detect the other side ofhim. 
She even asks him to abandon his "cryptic coloration" through her direct 
and timid look (107). She awakes "some memory" in Charles and 
unsettles him by calling to "some hidden self，he hardly knows exist (96). 
She symbolizes possibility and makes Charles aware of a deprivation. She 
reminds him that his future is not of vast potential, but is “a fixed voyage 
to a known place" (96). 
Before Charles has encountered Sarah, his strategy of embracing the 
convention to grasp a stable identity is working well. However, the 
emergence of Sarah reminds him that his strategy has actually sacrificed 
his freedom of developing himself according to his own will. He can only 
act as what society expects him to. His future becomes a determined 
ending. He has to repress what he really wants to do. Sarah is a symbol 
which arouses Charles's repressed hidden self and her attitude to the 
existing social system is an indirect challenge to Charles's strategy. While 
Charles chooses to be an upholder of the existing class system, Sarah 
fights against it by choosing to be an outcast. She does so by "giving 
herself to the French Lieutenant (130). She explains: 
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....Why I sacrificed a woman's most precious possession for 
the transient gratification of a man I did not love...I did it so 
that I should never be the same again. I did it so that people 
should point at me, should say, there walks the French 
Lieutenant's Whore 一 oh yes, let the word be said. So that 
they should know I have suffered, and suffer, as others suffer 
in every town and village in this land. I could not marry that 
man. So I married shame. I do not mean that I knew what I 
did, that it was in cold blood that I let Varguennes have his 
will of me. It seemed to me then as if I threw myself off a 
precipice or plunged a knife into my heart. It was a kind of 
suicide. An act of despair, Mr. Smithson [Charles]. I know it 
was wicked.. .blasphemous, but I knew no other way to break 
out of what I was. I f I had left that room, and returned to Mrs. 
Talbot's, and resumed my former existence, I know that by 
now I should be truly dead...and by my own hand. What had 
kept me alive is my shame, my knowing that I am truly not 
like other women. I shall never have children, a husband, and 
those innocent happiness they have. And they will never 
understand the reason for my crime...Sometimes I almost pity 
them. I think I have a freedom they cannot understand. No 
insult, no blame, can touch me. Because I have set myself 
beyond the pale. I am nothing, I am hardly human any more. I 
am the French Lieutenant's Whore. (130) 
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Sarah is very dissatisfied with the social system. She refuses the social 
position assigned to her by society. She thinks that her former existence of 
being a govemess ofMrs. Talbot is making her "dead" (130). She would 
rather be an outcast than a person with no uniqueness. She embraces the 
identity "the French Lieutenant's Whore" as her new existence, which 
helps her to break away from her past. This is the identity she clenches and 
uses to distinguish herself from other women. It represents a freedom 
other people do not have, not even the gentleman Charles. She has done 
what Charles's hidden self would like to do. 
While Sarah is full of "wildness" (185), Charles's other lover 
Emestina is very conventional (20，96, 142). They actually represent 
Charles's repressed hidden self and his conventional self respectively. 
Compared to Sarah's confidence of her uniqueness, Emestina always 
lacks faith in herself for she doesn't have a noble origin (189). She is also 
dissatisfied with her social position like Sarah, but she doesn't use it as a 
reason to reject the entire class system. Instead, she uses it as a reason to 
seek a higher one. "[S]he had been hopelessly well trained to view society 
as so many rungs on a ladder; thus reducing her own [class] to a mere step 
to something supposedly better" (189). Her personality matches well with 
the conventional Charles and they have a good relationship before Charles 
encounters Sarah. 
However, after Charles's hidden self is aroused by Sarah's 
directness and truthfulness, Emestina's tendency of encouraging the mask 
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and the safe distance (107) becomes intolerable to Charles. Even her 
humor is perceived differently, 
Her [Emestina's] humor did not exactly irritate him 
Charles], but it seemed unusually and unwelcomely 
artificial, as if it were something she had put on with her 
French hat and her new pelisse; to suit them rather than the 
occasion. It also required a response from him...a 
corresponding twinkle in his eyes, a constant smile, which he 
obliged her with, but also artificially, so that they seemed 
enveloped in a double pretense....She was very pretty, 
charming...but was not this face a little characterless, a little 
monotonous with its one set paradox demureness and 
dryness? (95) 
While criticizing Emestina's falseness and dryness, Charles is at the same 
time also criticizing himself. He knows that in his relationship with 
Emestina, he is always “an impostor," “an observed other" and "a man in 
the mirror" (285). His "true self，is in another world (285), in his 
relationship with Sarah. Therefore, the choice between Emestina and 
Sarah is not just a choice of "whom" to marry, but a choice of "who" he 
himselfwants to be. After Charles has decided not to meet Sarah in Exeter 
in the imaginary ending, 
[h]e thought of the woman [Sarah] he had left in the city 
Exeter] behind them [Charles and Sam]. He thought of her 
not, of course, as an alternative to Emestina; nor as someone 
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he might, had he chosen, have married instead. That would 
never have been possible. Indeed it was hardly Sarah he now 
thought o f — she was merely the symbol around which had 
- accreted all his lost possibilities, his extinct freedoms, his 
never-to-be-taken joumeys. He had to say farewell to 
something; she was merely and conveniently both close and 
receding. (248-49) 
In the imaginary ending, Charles's choice of not to develop a deeper 
relationship with Sarah means that he has given up his other possibilities. 
He chooses to be a conventional man who sacrifices his freedom and his 
uniqueness. He has to accept the Victorian convention as the rules of his 
life. On the contrary, in the stories with the concluding endings, the 
convention of the age becomes absolutely unacceptable to Charles after he 
has reflected in his second indecision episode: 
He [Charles] seemed as he stood there to see all his age, its 
tumultuous life, its iron certainties and rigid conventions, its 
repressed emotion and facetious humor, its cautious science 
and incautious religion, its corrupt politics and immutable 
castes, as the great hidden enemy of all his deepest yeamings. 
That was what had deceived him; and it was totally without 
love or freedom...but also without thought, without intention, 
without malice, because the deception was in its very nature; 
and it was not human, but a machine. That was the vicious 
circle that haunted him; that was the failure, the weakness, 
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the cancer, the vital flaw that had brought him to what he was: 
more an indecision than a reality, more a dream than a man, 
more a silence than a word, a bone than an action. And fossil! 
— (271-72) 
He criticizes the convention seriously and finds compromising 
impossible. He shares Sarah's idea (130) that the convention is making 
him dead (272). Therefore, he decides not to marry Emestina, who 
represents the convention and existing social system. Now, Sarah is no 
longer the woman who is left behind in Exeter in the imaginary ending. 
She becomes the one to marry in Charles's plan. The suspicion of Sarah's 
intention of getting close to Charles is cleared. All the good things are 
projected on her and even her lies become positive: 
He [Charles] began to understand Sarah's deceit. She knew 
he loved her; and she knew he had been blind to the true 
depth of that love. The false version of her betrayal by 
Varguennes, her other devices, were but stratagems to 
unblind him; all she had said after she had brought him to the 
realization was but a test of his new version. He had failed 
miserably; and she had then used the same stratagems as a 
proof of her worthlessness. Out of what nobility must such 
self-sacrifice spring! (274-75) 
Charles's commitment to the relationship with Sarah signifies that he 
chooses to abandon his identity ofbeing a conventional man. He becomes 
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an outcast like Sarah (318). Although he is rejected by society, he gets 
back his "true self (285). 
After Charles has announced that he is not going to marry 
Emestina, he is not able to get together with Sarah immediately for she has 
gone mysteriously. In the story with the first concluding ending, Sarah's 
secret rurming-away is explained as an action to ask God to forgive their 
sin (342). Although Sarah says some cruel words to Charles when they 
meet again, it is just a trial of Charles's sincerity. After two years of 
separation, Charles and Sarah finally reunite and they form a family with a 
child Sarah bears for Charles (342). The story as well as Charles's search 
for identity end here. 
In the story with the second ending, Sarah's secret going-away is 
explained differently. It is an intentional action done by Sarah to destroy 
the relationship between them for there is a "falsehood" in it (333). It is 
like an artist destroys his work for it is not perfect (333). Sarah actually 
cannot accept such a relationship. Moreover, Sarah is not ready to marry 
for she has been used to loneliness and she has already built a life she is 
totally satisfied with. She doesn't want her life to be disturbed (335). Still, 
she makes a false move to offer Charles a Platonic friendship (346). 
Charles is for a moment tempted by this offer but he finally rejects it, for 
he sees Sarah's selfishness and inferiority: 
He [Charles] saw his own true superiority to her: which was 
not ofbirth or education, not of intelligence, not of sex, but of 
an ability to give that was also an inability to compromise. 
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She could give only to possess; and to possess him — 
whether because he was what he was, whether because 
possession was so imperative in her that it had to be 
constantly renewed, could never be satisfied by one conquest 
only, whether... but he could not, and would never, know — 
to possess him was not enough. (346) 
Charles's rejection signifies an end ofhis relationship with Sarah as 
well as a new beginning ofhis own life. For the previous two years, he has 
longed to reunite with Sarah, and his plan for his future is based on this 
expectation. After he has decided to separate with Sarah again, he doesn't 
know what to do: 
And at the gate [of Sarah's home], the future made present, 
found he [Charles] did not know where to go. It was as i fhe 
found himself rebom, though with all his adult faculties and 
memories. But with the baby's helplessness — all to be 
recommenced, all to be leamed again! (346) 
While his original plan is all ruined, "he has at last found an atom of faith 
in himself, a true uniqueness, on which to build" (347). He is now free of 
his past. Since everything is new to him, he is limited by nothing. Like a 
new bom baby, his future is undetermined. He has obtained an identity 
with unlimited possibilities. 
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Conclusion: 
Toward a Better Understanding of the Psyche 
In the previous chapters, moments of indecision in the heroes are 
analyzed. Although these moments are all very short in terms of time, they 
bear important meanings in understanding the psyche. In Lord Jim, Jim's 
first moment of indecision in the Patna crisis shows that his immediate 
response to the disaster is hindered by an uncontrollable fear which he has 
in his unconscious. His action is affected more by an unconscious force in 
him than by his conscious will. In that two minutes of immobility, he is not 
able to consciously control his own action. In his second moment of 
indecision, the unconscious force in him wins over the control of his 
action again in an opposite manner. This time, it makes him take the action 
to jump instead of stopping him from moving. Despite his conscious will 
to keep himself aloof from the cowardly action of abandoning the ship, 
Jim is urged to jump from the ship by his unconscious desire to survive. 
His determination tums into indecision. 
In Half of Man is Woman, Zhang Yonglin's moment of indecision 
during his first encounter with Huang Xianjiu in the labour reform camp is 
even more complicated. It is a result of a clash between his sexual desire, 
his sense of morality, and, most important of all, his unconscious fear of 
the consequences ofbreaking the rule in a labour reform camp. Although 
he knows at the moment he should quickly choose to go forward to Huang 
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or to leave immediately, his decision is delayed. His indecision reveals a 
force which acts against the internalized submissiveness to the authority in 
him. 
Charles's situation in his first moment of indecision when he meets 
Sarah in the Ware Conunons is similar to Zhang's. He also finds a woman 
in a secret place and his submissiveness to the "rules" is tested. Like 
Zhang, Charles finally does what he is expected to, but his indecision 
reveals a repressed force which acts against the Victorian convention. He 
is more than a gentleman he appears to be. In his second moment of 
indecision, the contradiction within him is depicted as a dialogue between 
his different selves. The psychological cause of indecision is most 
dramatically shown. 
Like the road-crossing illustration discussed in the introduction, all 
the moments of indecision in the heroes analyzed in this study show that 
human subjectivity is full of internal conflicts and self-contradiction. 
Indecision is caused not only by a lack of sufficient information, but also 
by a clash between different psychic systems in a person 一 an argument 
supporting the Freudian conception of subjectivity. A human being is seen 
as more than a mere rational subject. He is not as unitary as he appears to 
be. Since the stories analyzed in this study have different cultural contexts, 
it is also affirmed that the Freudian conception of subjectivity is universal. 
It can be applied to all human beings. 
The Freudian conception of subjectivity suggests the basic nature of 
psyche, the static side ofhow it is composed. To further understand human 
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nature, it is also necessary to examine how the mind works, the dynamic 
side of psyche. The contention concerning the interaction between the 
conscious, the preconscious and the unconscious shows the dynamic 
nature within human mind, but it does not tell much about the relationship 
between the internal mind and the external world. This theoretical 
cleavage is filled by the study of self-formation. However, the main 
purpose of the study of self-formation is not to see how the external world 
affects human psychology directly, but to see how the external factors 
change or confirm a person's self-image which structures the way he sees 
the external world and influences the way he behaves. Although it is the 
external factor, i.e. the mother's failure of meeting the infant's demands 
completely, which initiates the emergence of a sense of self in an infant, 
the processes of self-formation involve entangled factors which come 
from different sources formed in different stages in an individual's life. 
Even though a person has already grown up, his self is not constructed 
only under the influences ofextemal factors in reality. The psychological 
experiences in the early stages such as the separation from the mother at 
the end of primary narcissism and the intrusion of the father in the 
beginning of the Oedipus Complex still affect a person's self-formation 
unconsciously. Therefore, by reading the stories of the heroes as records of 
their self-formation with the psychoanalytic perspective, this study has 
actually analyzed how their self-images are constructed under the 
influences from different sources. It also explains how their self-images 
affect their behaviour. 
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In the above-mentioned context, a moment of indecision serves as 
an indicator of a significant point in the hero's self-formation, which gives 
hints in understanding the whole story. In all the cases analyzed in this 
study, the moments ofindecision indicate that there is another side which 
is different from the self-image the hero himself constructs. This discovery 
becomes the beginning of a search of new identity. In Jim's case, both his 
moments of indecision reveal that his original grandiose self-image is 
illusory. He is far from a hero he imagines himself to be. He has to go 
through a painful struggle between upholding his grandiose self and 
accepting reality. In Zhang Yonglin's case, the moment of indecision 
signifies an awakening of sexual identity which has been repressed to 
meet the authority's requirement. The awakening makes him no longer 
satisfied with having only a collective identity. In Charles's case, the first 
moment of indecision reveals a victory of his unconventional self which 
makes him take an inapt action contradicting the Victorian propriety. It 
signifies areconsideration ofhis identity as being a gentleman. His second 
moment ofindecision shows a direct confrontation between his two selves 
which signifies a choice ofhis identity. In these significant points of self-
formation, the external factors play the crucial roles as stimulators. The 
Patna crisis challenges Jim's grandiose self-image directly. Huang 
Xianjiu gives a concrete impression of woman to Zhang Yonglin. Sarah 
arouses Charles's repressed unconventional self. However, these external 
factors do not affect the heroes' self-formation solely. They are entangled 
with other factors which come from different sources. 
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In Lord Jim, the most important factor which affects Jim's self-
formation is the narcissistic fixation. It explains the formation of Jim's 
regressive grandiose self-image. Without this key, it is impossible to open 
the door to Jim's internal world. His behaviour after the Patna crisis 
becomes inexplicable. It also helps in understanding the role Marlow 
plays in Jim's temporary recovery from pathological narcissism. The 
condition of Jim's psychological state determines the ups and downs in his 
adventure. When he first comes to Patusan, he has just abandoned his 
grandiose self and is no longer obsessed with the narcissistic dreams. He is 
then able to recognize the father figure SherifAli and see the world as full 
of conflicts and confront it practically. His inter-personal relationship is 
also improved. He has a real lover, Jewel, a trustworthy friend, Dain 
Waris, and a loyal servant, Tamb' Itam in Patusan. However, when his 
self-grandiosity returns later, he again becomes ignorant to the father 
figure Comelius and is unable to practically face the challenges exerted by 
the white intruder Brown and comes to his final downfall. 
In Halfof Man is Woman, the most important factor which affects 
Zhang Yonglin's self-formation before his sexual awakening is the 
totalitarian political power. It takes away his individuality and tums him 
into a member of the mass who has only a collective identity. After his 
sexual awakening, Zhang gains a weak sense of individual identity and he 
is able to see other people as individuals too. He is no longer satisfied with 
the status quo and has bred a desire to change his situation by getting 
married. He even has the ambition to change the socio-political 
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environment. However, since he cannot really do anything to change 
reality like a real intellectual can, he suffers from a spiritual impotence 
which also takes away his physical virility. When his relationship with his 
wife Huang Xianjiu is threatened by the intrusion of the father figure Cao 
Xueyi, a father-mother-son relationship is formed in his mind 
unconsciously. The Oedipal mental picture creates in him a strong 
hostility against the authority which finds its chance to revenge in a 
disastrous flood. His courageous action in the disaster symbolically gains 
him back his individuality which has his impotence cured. He becomes a 
real man again and he has to leave his home in the state farm to carry out 
his duty as an intellectual and to meet the challenges in the real world. The 
Oedipus urge plays a significant role in changing his life. 
In The French Lieutenant's Woman, Charles's self-formation is 
mainly affected by the status quo of the age. He has multiple selves which 
reflect the dualist characteristics of the Victorian age. He is tom between 
the different roles he plays in different spheres of religion, science, social 
system, and sexuality. His insecure feeling is further exacerbated by the 
rapidly-changing ideas in society. In order to ease the pain created by this 
insecure feeling, he fixes his identity to being a gentleman and embraces 
the convention to stabilize himself psychologically. By so doing, his 
unconventional self is repressed. When his repressed self is aroused by 
Sarah, he is brought into a search of identity again. When he decides to 
develop his love affair with Sarah in the stories with the two concluding 
endings, he actually has changed his identity to being an outcast like 
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Sarah. The convention becomes intolerable to him, and he can no longer 
marry Emestina. In the story with the second concluding ending, he even 
refuses to stay with Sarah and decides to start his life all over again. He is 
then like a new bom baby, having an identity with unlimited possibilities. 
By reading the stories closely, the different factors affecting the 
processes of the heroes' self-formation are examined. The most important 
factors are higlighted. The entangled relationships between different 
factors are clarified. It is also shown that a person's self-image can be used 
as a psychological defense mechanism. For example, Jim uses his 
grandiose self-image to guard against a total destruction of selfhood. 
ZhangYonglin confines himself to be a totally submissive prisoner to 
blind himself from seeing the political absurdity. Charles embraces his 
identity of being a gentleman to ease his insecure feeling. It is also 
suggested by the stories that great pain will be done to the person when his 
original self-image is challenged. He has to go through a painM struggle 
in a search of a new identity. While The French Lieutenant 's Woman 
remains open by having multiple endings, Lord Jim and Half of Man is 
Woman tend to suggest that the painful struggles are necessary and the 
heroes' original self-images should be abandoned. Otherwise, they will 
either die or remain impotent like Jim and Zhang. With the hints given by 
the moments of indecision and the perspective suggested by 
psychoanalytic theories, the heroes' stories become more illuminating and 
their implicit meanings more understandable. 
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In this study, a sophisticated construction of subjectivity is given in 
the novels. It also reveals the roles the different effects from different 
stages play in the processes ofself-formation. It certainly does not answer 
completely the question "what is the nature ofhuman beings?", but it does 







iln this study, human subjectivity is assumed as universal. The 
femkiist distinction between male-subjectivity and female subjectivity is 
not adopted. 
^This commonly-accepted English title of the novel is used 
throughout this study. It is taken from Martha Avey's translation, Half of 
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